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Abstract: 

Recently, Portugal faced a severe economic crisis that had consequences in the health sector. The 

implementation of measures that lead to the reduction of health care public expenses and better 

efficiency in the use of the resources available has become even more important than before. Hospital 

mergers are believed to be part of the solution to this problem and Portugal has, in the last decade, even 

before the crisis, implemented a considerable number of mergers. It is important then to verify if this 

measure has been successful. Through the use of a difference-in-differences estimation, this 

dissertation analyses the results of three mergers in the Lisbon and Tagus Valley area under four 

different perspectives: quality, access, health care performance and economic and financial 

performance. The results obtained point to some improvements in health care performance indicators, 

as well as in access performance indicators. In the case of economic and financial performance, the 

results are mixed, with no definitive conclusion. Due to lack of data, quality performance was not 

sufficiently evaluated.  

Key-words: Health, hospital mergers, expenditure, efficiency, performance. 

 

Resumo: 

Portugal enfrentou recentemente uma grave crise económica que teve consequências no sector da 

saúde.  A implementação de medidas que levem à redução da despesa pública em cuidados de saúde 

e a uma melhor eficiência na utilização dos recursos disponíveis é agora ainda mais importante do que 

antes. As fusões hospitalares são vistas como parte da solução para este problema e Portugal tem, na 

última década, ainda antes do início da crise, implementado um número considerável de fusões. É 

importante então verificar se esta medida tem sido bem sucedida. Através da utilização de uma 

estimativa de diferença-das-diferenças, esta dissertação analisa os resultados de três fusões na área 

de Lisboa e Vale do Tejo sob quatro perspectivas diferentes: qualidade, acesso, desempenho 

assistencial  e desempenho económico e financeiro. Os resultados obtidos apontam para algumas 

melhorias dos indicadores de desempenho assistencial, bem como em indicadores de acesso. No caso 

do desempenho económico e financeiro, os resultados são mistos, sem conclusão definitiva. Devido à 

falta de dados, o desempenho na qualidade não pôde ser suficientemente avaliado. 

Palavras-chave: Saúde, fusões hospitalares, despesa, eficiência, desempenho. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Over the last few years, Portugal has faced a severe economic crisis that has led to the implementation 

of various austerity measures in different sectors. The health sector was no exception, and health 

expenditure decreased. In this context, it becomes relevant to implement policies that aim to reduce or 

contain cost, while maintaining or increasing efficiency. One such policy is hospital mergers, where a 

number of hospitals are placed under the same management team with the goal of improving efficiency 

in the use of the resources available. In the last decade, even before the crisis, Portugal has 

implemented several hospital mergers across the country. Still, there are not many studies on the 

success of mergers in the context of a national health service, and the few that are available report 

mixed results. In a number of studies, economies of scale and scope were identified in small size 

hospitals, while large size hospitals reported diseconomies of scale. In other cases, there was evidence 

of unexplored economies of scale and scope. In terms of improvements in expenses and cost 

management, there are conflicting results: some studies detected costs savings after merger, while 

others concluded that mergers had not induced any change in the hospitals’ costs. It is then relevant to 

evaluate mergers under different perspectives and methods in order to assess their level of success. 

This dissertation examines the impact of hospital mergers in the Lisbon and Tagus Valley area on health 

care delivery efficiency and costs. The hospital centers’ considered are similar in terms of number of 

beds, volume of outbound sick and case-mix index, and cover close to the same demographic area. 

The aim of this dissertation is to identify if these recent mergers have contributed to an increase in the 

hospitals’ efficiency, with regard to a number of different indicators. The indicators selected cover quality, 

access, health care, and economic and financial performance. With these four areas it is possible to 

have a relatively complete view of what the impact of the merger is. Although this is a small sample size 

case, it can be indicative of improvements in merging hospitals at the regional level. Hospital mergers 

are considered a success if they improve efficiency, that is, reduce expenditure while maintaining quality 

health care delivery. The results obtained point to some improvements in health care performance 

indicators, as well as in access performance indicators. In the case of economic and financial 

performance, the results are mixed, with no definitive conclusion. Due to lack of data, quality 

performance was not sufficiently evaluated. 

A differences-in-differences method is applied to three hospital centers located in the Lisbon and Tagus 

Valley region that went through a merging process between 2005 and 2014. This method should be 

able to detect, for each indicator, what the effect of the merger was, when compared to a control group. 

A fourth hospital center will also be analyzed through the Mann-Whitney test, against a control group 

composed of an individual hospital that never merged. In order to complement the results and access 

the evolution of each indicator over time, a descriptive analysis will also be performed. The data used 

in the analysis was collected from publicly available documents in each hospital’s website, as well as 

the ACSS website and its recently implemented monitoring platform.  
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This dissertation is divided in 6 chapters. After this Introduction, the second chapter presents an 

overview of the literature associated with hospital mergers, as well as a description of the health system 

in Portugal and policies adopted in the last decade. It also elaborates on the case of Portugal by 

reviewing most of the studies performed on Portuguese hospital mergers. The third chapter provides a 

description of the methodology used, the definition and main characteristics of the treatment and control 

groups, as well as the definition of the indicators selected. Chapter four contains the results and their 

interpretation. The fifth chapter comprehends the discussion of the results and concludes. 

 

2. Literature overview  
2.1. Portuguese health care system 

 

In general terms, the Portuguese population is considered to have good health and a continuously 

growing life expectancy (Barros et al., 2011). In fact, over the last decades it is possible to identify 

considerable health improvements such as: a decline in the mortality rate, especially in child mortality 

which decreased from 55,5‰ in 1970 to 2,8‰ in 2014 (PORDATA, 2015f), and an increase in life 

expectancy both at birth (67,1 in 1970 to 80,0 in 2013) (PORDATA, 2015b), and at 65 years of age (13,5 

in 1970 to 19,1 in 2013),(PORDATA, 2015c). This overall improvement is seen as a result of investment 

in health care during periods of economic growth, as well as the expansion of the health care network 

and reforms in terms of health care access (Barros et al., 2011).   

Even with all these improvements over the years, there are currently a number of serious issues, social, 

economic and health related, that are affecting, and in some ways preventing, the further development 

of the Portuguese health status. Among these issues, there is the existence of inequalities in health care 

access both between regions and social groups, the economic recession that affected the government’s 

health spending and the demographic changes that have resulted from a combination of a drastic 

decrease in births and the life expectancy increase. Concerning this last point, the Portuguese 

population is ageing (Figure 1), and projections for the next decades show a decrease in the population 

due to a rise in the number of deaths and the low birth rate.  
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Figure 1 – Portuguese Ageing Index and Birth rate from 1960 to 2011. The ageing index indicates the number of 
individuals of age 65 or older for every 100 individuals of less than 15 years of age. An index higher than 100 means 
that there are more elder individuals than young individuals. (Adapted from INE,Pordata:Indicadores de 
envelhecimentos segundo os censos em Portugal (PORDATA, 2014); and, INE,Pordata:taxa bruta de natalidade 
(PORDATA, 2015e)). 

According to a study published in 2005, there are a wide range of health status among the population 

based on demographic, social and economic inequalities, and it was shown that most health status 

below the mean were located in the countryside (Santana, 2005). It was even noted that, although there 

has been some improvement in the overall health status, this situation of inequality remains unchanged. 

For example, in terms of the Gini index, Portugal has a value of 38.5% which represents a high level of 

income inequality. 

Currently, the main causes of death for the Portuguese population are diseases of the circulation 

system, as well as cerebrovascular diseases, malignant neoplasms and diabetes (George, 2012). This 

is not expected to change in the coming decades (Barros et al., 2011).  

In a general perspective, and mainly  due to a promotion of healthy living conditions and increase in 

health care access and quality, the Portuguese health indicators have been improving  over the last few 

decades (Barros et al., 2011). This happens for instance for the number of tuberculosis’ cases (5750 in 

1990 to 2393 in 2013, (PORDATA, 2015g)) and the number of deaths due to AIDS (945 in 2000 to 457 

in 2013, (PORDATA, 2015d)). 

All in all, a clear understanding of the needs of the population, at present and in the near future, is an 

important step when attempting to evaluate the efficiency of the health system, the effectiveness of the 

reforms adopted, and, overall, understand the specific challenges. 

2.2. Organization of the Portuguese National Health Service 
 

The Portuguese National Health Service (NHS) was established in 1979, and was the culmination of a 

process of restructuring of the health services that began with the revolution of 1974. From this moment 

on the access to health care services was assured to any citizen, independently of their economic or 

social background (Portal da Saúde, 2015). In 2001 this access was also assured for non-citizens, 
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where services of the NHS could not refuse treatment based on nationality or illegal immigrant status 

(Diário da Republica. II Série, 2001) 

Currently, the NHS is a universal and mostly free, tax-financed system that coexists with two other 

overlapping systems: the health subsystems, with public and private insurances schemes for certain 

professions; and the private voluntary health insurance (VHI) (Barros et al., 2011).  

The delivery system for health care in Portugal is, in general terms, a network of providers, both public 

and private, that are connected in their own way to the Ministry of Health and to the patients. The Ministry 

of Health coordinates all health care provision and the financing of the public portion of health care 

delivery. The Portuguese population can choose to use the NHS, the VHI or both, and in some cases 

can even have a third option, the health subsystems. This is a particular type of coverage that is 

occupational-based and compulsory for certain beneficiaries (Barros et al., 2011). 

More precisely, the Ministry of Health is responsible for the regulation, planning and management of the 

NHS, as well as the regulation, auditing and inspection of private health services providers (Diário da 

República, 2011). Through the Ministry of Health, the central government develops health policies, 

oversees and evaluates its implementation.  

The Ministry of Health itself is composed by several institutions that can be organized in three different 

groups: with direct administration, with indirect administration, and with no administration from the 

Ministry. 

Table 1 lists the institutions that are under direct and indirect administration from the Ministry of Health 

and their main objectives and functions.  

Table 1 - Institutions under direct and indirect administration from the Ministry of Health - brief description of their 
main objectives and functions (Barros et al., 2011) 

 Objectives/Goals 

Direct Administration  

The General Secretariat of Heath (SG)  Ensure technical and administrative support to other sections 

of the Ministry, as well as provide support in terms of internal 

resources, legal advice, information and public relations to 

other bodies not integrated in the NHS. 

The General Inspectorate of Heath-related 

Activities (IGAS) 

Performs disciplinary and audit functions, and audits 

institutions and services integrated in the NHS. 

The Directorate-General of Health (DGS) Plans, coordinates, directs, regulates and supervises all 

health related services, institutions and activities, even those 

not integrated in the NHS. As of 2011, DGS is also 

responsible for providing technical support on policy 

development and strategic planning, assure international 

relations coordination, assess policy execution and 

coordinate and elaborate the National Health Plan (NHP). 
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Intervention Service in Addictive Behaviours 

and Dependencies (SICAD) 

Promote the reduction in the consumption of psychoactive 

substances, prevent addictive behaviors and reduce 

dependencies.  

Indirect Administration  

Central Administration of the Health System 

(ACSS) 

Responsible for the management of financial and human 

resources, facilities, equipment, systems and IT of the NHS. 

Also, along with the Regional Health Administrations, defines 

policies, regulations and plans in the area of health service 

contracting. 

The National Authority of Medicines and 

Health Products (INFARMED) 

In charge of the regulation and supervision of 

pharmaceuticals and health products sector. INFARMED’s 

main goal is to ensure access to safe, efficient and quality 

pharmaceuticals and other health products. 

The National Institute for Medical 

Emergencies (INEM) 

Responsible for the delineation, participation in and 

assessment of the activities and performance of the 

Integrated System of Medical Emergency, in an effort to 

guarantee immediate assistance to injured or severely ill 

patients. 

Portuguese Blood and Transplantation 

Institute (IPST) 

Ensure and regulate the activity of transfusion and 

transplantation medicine, as well as the donation, harvesting, 

analysis, preservation, storage and distribution of human 

blood, blood components, organs, tissue and human cells. 

National Institute of Health Dr Ricardo Jorge 

(INSA) 

Responsible for conducting, coordinating and promoting 

health research, producing evidence for policy and action in 

public health, and evaluating the NHP. Also responsible for 

epidemiologic surveillance and health monitoring, and 

increasing gains in the public health sector. 

Regional Health Administrations (RHAs) Ensure, in their respective geographical areas of 

intervention, access to health care, adapting resources to 

necessities and fulfilling and enforcing health policies and 

programs. 

There are 5 RHAs:  

 RHA North; 

 RHA Center; 

 RHA Lisbon and Tagus Valley; 

 RHA Alentejo; 

 RHA Algarve. 
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As stated before, there is an institution that does not belong to the Ministry of Health´s administration: 

the Health Regulatory Agency (HRA), a public independent institution that provides activity regulation 

of the various health care provider’s establishments. This includes all health care providers in the 

continental territory, either public, private or social. The HRA regulates these establishments by: 

handling complaints of users, providers and institutions; performing inspections and audits; investigating 

possible violations of patients’ rights; driving processes of offense and sanctions; emitting 

recommendations and sanctions and conducting various studies focusing on the health system 

organization. (ERS, 2015a) 

There are also other institutions, other than the Ministry of Health, that integrate the NHS network, such 

as:  

a) Health subsystems 

Consist of health insurance schemes directed and only accessible to members of a specific 

profession and their families. In Portugal the major health subsystems, in the public sector, is ADSE 

for civil servants, and in the private sector, PT-ACS for Portugal Telecom employees and postal 

services employees, and SAMS for banking and insurance employees.  

b) Private health insurance companies 

Voluntary health insurance available to the general population. In Portugal, the existence of the NHS 

and VHI create a mechanism of double coverage for the individual, and the VHI also has an 

additional role in the financing of the health expenditure and have an incentive in the form of tax 

deductions. The most common VHI contracts are group’s contracts with a mix system, where the 

patient can choose whether they rather resort to the health professionals’ network provided by their 

insurance and pay a previously agreed upon and fixed price (contracting system), or choose a health 

care professional outside the network provided and have the insurance company cover a parcel of 

the price (reimbursement system). (ERS, 2015b)     

c) Professional associations and unions 

Professional associations are responsible for the accreditation and granting of licenses to practice, 

accreditation and certification of specialist training and application of the disciplinary code, with 

powers to warn and punish. For example, the Medical Association for doctors. 

Unions advocate the professionals’ rights as employees, concerning wages and employment 

issues. For example, for doctors, there is the National Medical Federation and the Independent 

Medical Union. 

According to the Law on the Fundamental Principles of Health (Assembleia da República, 2005), the 

NHS should be managed at the regional level, meaning that each region is responsible for the health 

status of its population, the coordination of health services provision and the allocation of financial 

resources according to necessity. However, resource allocation and planning in the Portuguese health 

care system has remained centralized. RHAs have limited autonomy in their budget setting and the 
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Ministry of Health appoints hospital administration boards (Barros et al., 2011). Still, there have been 

some actions taken in the last decade that have increased the level of the responsibility at the 

institutional level, like the creation of Public Business Entity (PBE)  Hospitals and primary care reforms. 

 

2.3. Health Financing and Expenditure 
 

In Portugal, the health care system is financed by a mix of public and private sources. More specifically, 

the NHS is predominantly financed through general taxation, the health subsystems though employee 

and employer contributions and private VHI covers almost 20% of the population. 

In general, there are two main models of financing public hospitals: retrospective and prospective 

models. In the first model, the payment is based on historical expenditure from the previous year, there 

is no interaction between financing and production of performance, and it is considered inefficient, since 

it is incapable of promoting incentives to costs reduction (Ma, 1994). In the second model, payment is 

based on the level of production, and the type, volume and prices of the services available are defined 

and fixed previously. In this case, the model is capable of promoting efficiency and cost reduction. (Costa 

et al., 2008)     

In Portugal, a prospective model based on Diagnosis-related Groups1 (DRG) has been used for hospital 

financing since 1990. This model has two distinct components: the first component takes the form of a 

global budget based on prices for DRG differentiated by hospital and with control mechanisms of the 

overall level of NHS spending, and is applied when the financing entity is the State; the second 

corresponds to payments per episode of hospitalization, the national average price for DRG with 

adjustments applicable in exceptional situations, and is applied when the financing entities are the health 

subsystems or third-party payers. (ACSS, 2003). The prices are adjusted through the case-mix index 

(CMI), which results from the ratio of outbound equivalent patients weighted by the respective DRG 

coefficients and the total number of outbound equivalent patients.(Santana, 2006) The CMI measures 

the impact of certain variables in the average costs for treated patient and adjusts the hospital budget 

to its care capacity.     

Overall, the Portuguese health financing situation can be briefly put as: the Ministry of Finance 

determines a global budget for the NHS for the Ministry of Health, which is then allocated to various 

institutions, such as public hospitals. This allocation is achieved on the combination of historical 

expenditure and capitation and pay for primary care and special programs (Barros et al., 2011). 

                                                           
1 Diagnosis-related Groups, DRGs, in Portuguese “Grupos de Diagnóstico Homogéneos (GDHs) – “By definition, 
DRGs classify cases according to the following variables: principal and secondary diagnoses, patient age and sex, 
the presence of co-morbidities and complications and the procedures performed. Cases classified as belonging to 
a particular DRG are characterized by a homogenous resource consumption pattern and, at the same time, DRGs 
are clinically meaningful.” (Mathauer & Wittenbecher, 2013) 
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The following figure (Figure 2) is an overview of the health systems and represents means of financing 

and funds allocation. 

 

Figure 2 - Overview of the Health care system (Barros et al., 2011) 

 

When evaluating a country´s healthcare system, it is important to understand how much it spent on 

health and the rate at which this expenditure grows, since this reflects a wide array of economic and 

social factors. For example, it is known that there is a strong relationship between how much is spend 

on health and the overall income of a country (OECD, 2014a). 

 

Figure 3 shows the health expenditure in Portugal, as a percentage of GDP and per capita. Between 

2000 and 2005, there was a progressive increase in health expenditure as a percentage of GDP, and 

from that point onward, this indicator started decreasing until 2007 where it began increasing again. This 

decrease could be due to a delayed effect of the recession the country faced in 2003. After 2009 there 

was a new decrease in the growth, which can be explained with the 2009 recession that lead to the 

implementation of various reforms aiming to control and reduce expenditure, such as the reduction in 

pharmaceutical expenditure (OECD, 2014c), which will be described in the following chapter. 
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Overall, around this year health spending slowed markedly across Europe after years of continuous 

growth. Between 2009 and 2012, expenditure on health fell in half of European Union countries and 

significantly slowed in the rest. In 2012, in some countries, there was a renewed growth in health 

spending, albeit at much lower rates as compared to the pre-crisis period. Portugal was not one of these 

countries since the indicator continued to decrease (as in Greece, Italy and Spain). 

 

Usually, for a more complete and clear understanding, the health spending to GDP ratio is considered 

alongside the health spending per capita, since it has been observed that countries having a relatively 

high health spending in percentage of GDP might have relatively low health expenditure per capita. This 

could be an indication of inefficiency in the use of the resources available  (OECD, 2014a). For example, 

the United Kingdom has a lower health expenditure in terms of percentage of GDP (8,5% in 2013) as 

compared to Portugal (9% in 2013), but a significantly higher expenditure per capita  (2935 € in the UK 

and 2189 € in Portugal).(OECD, 2014b) 

 

 

Figure 3  – Health expenditure per capita and percentage of GDP from 2000 to 2013, Portugal. (PORDATA, 
2015a) 

By breaking down the Portuguese health expenditure by type of financing agent (Figure 4), it appears 

that the main contributor is the public administration, with the private sector contributing with 

approximately one third of the total expenditure.  

It is also possible to conclude that the decrease in health expenditure growth observed since 2010 is 

mainly due to the public administration expenditure, since the private sector expenditure was 

approximately stable throughout this period. 

Figure 5 shows the portion of the health expenditure that corresponds to hospitals. Since 2000, health 

expenditure by hospitals is approximately 40% of the total expenditure, the remaining 60% being from 

nursing facilities and other health providers.  
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Figure 4 – Portuguese Health expenditure (in millions euros) by type of financing agent ( public administration and 
private sector) from 2000 to 2013 (PORDATA, 2015a) 

 

Figure 5 - Portuguese Health Expenditure, in millions euros, by type of health provider, particularly, hospitals. 
(PORDATA, 2015a) 

 

In conclusion, in Portugal the recent economic crisis has led to a considerable decrease in health 

expenditure. Rather than just increasing the total health expenditure, there should be a greater focus in 

identifying the most efficient way to meet the population's needs with the lowest level of expenditure, 

i.e. increasing expenditure per capita instead of expenditure in percentage of GDP.  
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2.4. Health policy and health care reforms 
 

The World Health Organization defines health policy as “decisions, plans, and actions that are 

undertaken to achieve specific health care goals within a society”. An explicit policy can build consensus 

and inform people, as well as outline priorities and the roles of different groups, defining a vision for the 

future. Health policies include health care policy, pharmaceutical policy, public health policy, among 

others, and they cover topics from financing and delivery of health care, to access to care and quality of 

care.(WHO, 2014) 

Independently of the country or type of health system in place, implementing health-related policy is a 

complex process. It is necessary to consider any such policy at multiple levels of the health system as 

well as over time, either to ensure a sustainable scale-up or to ensure effective implementation. (Hardee 

et al., 2012) 

Governments can rely on evidence-based policy in order to identify programs and practices capable of 

improving policy relevant outcomes. Unfortunately there are situations where reliable information is not 

readily available. Often enough, health policies implemented in a certain country and that have shown 

positive results may not be feasible in another country, whether due to economic constrains or social 

principles (for example, different religious beliefs). 

In times of economic stability countries can seek to develop more detailed policies focusing in improving 

and promoting healthy lifestyles and health awareness. Although these policies are not completely 

disregarded, when in financial crisis, the priorities usually shift to improving or changing existing policies 

in order to make them more efficient while maintaining the health gains and financial protection. The 

goal is, overall, to maximize outcomes for a given level of public resources. (Mladovsky et al., 2012) 

The latest financial crisis, that begun in 2007, affected a considerable number of countries worldwide 

and was referred to as a health system shock, where an outside occurrence resulted in a large negative 

effect on the availability of resources in the health system and, at the same time, in a positive effect on 

demand for health services. In a situation like this there are a number of risks and considerations that 

need to be carefully considered before making any decision regarding any new or existing health policy 

(Mladovsky et al., 2012). 

First and foremost, any type of health system requires a predicable source revenue, a sudden 

interruption can lead to an inability to maintain necessary levels of health care. Secondly, in times of 

economic crisis, the demand for health services can be expected to increase, the most common reason 

being the negative health effects of unemployment. There is sounding evidence that sudden crisis lead 

to increases in suicides and alcohol-related mortality (Stuckler et al., 2009), and an increase of 

unemployment can be damaging to public health (McKee et al., 2012). In Greece, for example, the 

severe financial crisis has resulted in a worsening of mental health status and a deterioration of self-

reported general health (Economou et al., 2011). Finally, some health policies may lead to cuts in 
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essential services that can, in turn, erode equitable access to care and the quality of care, which will 

result in an increase in health costs (Mladovsky et al., 2012). 

A resolution by the WHO’s Regional Committee for Europe urged Member States to focus and ensure 

that their respective health system would continue to protect and promote universal access to effective 

health services (WHO, 2009).     

When confronted by a financial crisis with implications on the health system, Governments may respond 

by maintaining, increasing or decreasing the levels of public spending on health and, with each option, 

they can seek to reallocate funds in order to enhance efficiency. According to Mladovsky et al. (2012), 

there are three policy domains in which a range of tools to alter expenditure can be categorized. For 

publicly financed care, consideration can be made in terms of level of contributions, the volume and 

quality or the cost. The selection of the appropriate tool will depend on the evaluation of the impact of 

the reforms on the attainment of health system gains. 

The health system gains may include the following (Kutzin, 2008; Marinker, 2006): 

 Efficiency: maximization of health gains for a given level of resources and avoiding waste; also 

ensuring that benefits outweigh costs in order to enhance vale. 

 Equity: distribution of health services in relation to need and contributions set according to 

capacity to pay. 

 Quality: combination of clinical effectiveness with patient experience, encompassing safety, 

effectiveness, accessibility and acceptability. 

 Responsiveness: people’s legitimate non-health expectations about how the health system treats 

them are met. 

 Transparency: providing reliable information on features like benefits, costs and quality of the 

health system. 

 Accountability: monitorization and evaluation of performance associated with tangible 

consequences. 

In a number of countries in Europe, the crisis particularly harsher consequences were due to high levels 

of pre-existing debt and deficit. This made it harder for these countries to sustain public spending, since 

they had an inability to obtain affordable credit or generate revenue. With no other viable option, they 

had to cut public spending, including in the health sector (Mladovsky et al., 2012). 

Portugal, along with Greece and Ireland, lost national autonomy in some areas of public spending, the 

health sector being one of them, since the bailout packages from the European Commission, the 

International Monetary Fund and the European Central Bank mandated public sector reforms as a 

condition for the receipt of funds (Fahy, 2012).  

Besides the factors already mentioned, there are others that can influence the nature, scale and intensity 

of the health policy response. Among these, there is political feasibility and presence of other public 

sector reforms. 
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Overall the response to this type of crisis will vary across health systems, and is also dependent on the 

extent to which countries experienced the economic downturn. Across Europe, there were countries that 

resorted to the introduction of several new policies (Portugal, Greece and Ireland), while others did not 

introduce a single one (Denmark and Germany). Some health systems were clearly better prepared 

than others, and in terms of policies planned before the crisis, some were sped up and implemented 

with greater intensity, while others were slowed down or abandoned all together (Mladovsky et al., 

2012).  

The following subchapters overview specific health policies implemented in Portugal: 

2.4.1. Portugal 

 

As previously mentioned, Portuguese public health expenditure has steadily grown since the 1990s and 

even with the recent crisis, there were no major changes on the financing of the health system. There 

have been however a number of measures adopted with the goal of improving the performance of the 

health system. 

All the measures adopted belong in one of five different areas of intervention: health promotion, long-

term care, primary and ambulatory care, hospital management and inpatient care, and the 

pharmaceutical market (Barros et al., 2011). The current dissertation is mainly focused on the measures 

taken concerning hospital management and inpatient care, but in this sector we will review all the five 

fields mentioned. 

i) In the area of health promotion, there is the development of the 2004-2010, and later the 2012-2016, 

National Health Plan (NHP). The NHP serves as a guide for public health actions and the main areas 

for attention were cardiovascular diseases, oncology, mental health, health of older people, 

HIV/AIDS and health promotion, among others. The 2012-2016 NHP provides a better definition of 

main concepts such as access, quality, citizenship and horizontal healthy policies, and identifies four 

types of goals, structural, operational, intervention and comprehensive. Recently the NHP was 

revised and prolonged to 2020 (DGS, 2015). 

 

ii) In the area of long-term care, the National Long-term Care Network (NLCN) was created in 2006, 

along with a task force to coordinate it. The NLCN has as main objective the “provision of continued 

and integrated health care and social support to people who, regardless of age, are in a situation of 

dependency. They are centered in the global recovery of the person, promoting their autonomy and 

improving their functionality within the dependency situation you are in” (ACSS, 2015), or in other 

way, the promotion of health gains as well as better living conditions for the population. 

The Network designed three types of answers to specific needs at the inpatient level: convalescence 

units, medium-term care and rehabilitation units, and long-term care units, each with different 

objectives and specific criteria to select patients. From 2006 to 2009 there was an increase in the 
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number of inpatient and outpatient in the Network. An added goal was to improve efficiency in NHS 

hospitals by having them focusing on acute health care delivery. 

iii) In terms of ambulatory care reforms, in 2005, the Task Force for Primary care was created with the 

objective of leading the project of launching, coordinating and monitoring the redesignation of the 

health care centers and implementation of local Family Health Care Units (FHCU). The introduction 

in 2007 of the FHCU aimed to provide better quality, access and continuity of care, as well as 

increasing the satisfaction of patients and professionals (Barros et al., 2011). 

 

iv) In 2008, Groups of Primary Care Centers (GPCC) were created to allow for a better use of resources 

and management structures, and to serve the population of a specific geographic area. The 

implementation of GPCC aims to allow the enforcement of regional health strategies and policies, at 

the same time as making use of economies of scale.  

There was also a redefinition of the network of emergency services that proposed the closure of a 

number of existing units, the opening of new ones and changing the type of care provided in others. 

This measure, along with the increase of co-payments, was faced with strong opposition from local 

populations and authorities.  

Concerning inpatient care reforms, two types of reforms were applied to hospital care one, the 

redefinition of the NHS supply of hospital services, and the other the alteration to the public hospital 

model in terms of management rules and the payment systems.  

In the redefinition of the supply of hospital services, the main measures taken were: closure of several 

hospital maternity departments; placing nearby hospitals under the same management team 

(mergers); new hospitals built under Public Private Partnerships (PPPs). The first measure mention 

was faced with strong opposition since it was viewed as a political decision and not a decision based 

on clinical safety criteria as is was presented to be. The second measure did not face any opposition 

and occurred gradually over time. The following chapter describes in more detail this mergers of 

hospital management teams. Finally, the third measure was taken in order to improve the capacity 

and value for money in the NHS, under PPPs, the government increased the use of private entities 

to build, maintain and operate health facilities (Barros et al., 2011).   

For the second type of reform, in 2003, a change in regulation lead to a majority of NHS hospitals 

being given status similar to those of a public-interest company, where the government retains 

ultimate ownership but gives some autonomy to hospital management. The hospitals were 

designated as Public Business Entity (PBE). This decision came as an attempt to introduce a more 

corporate structure into hospital management with goals of improving efficiency and cost-

containment. PBE are still financed through contracts but have substantially more power in making 

decisions concerning capital, staff and negotiation of input prices. The hospitals may hire staff under 

individual labour contracts as opposed to collective agreements, and may set the performance-

related payment schedules of professionals, which work as incentives for professionals to increase 

their work efforts. 
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v) The regulation of pharmaceuticals was also faced with a series of reforms, such as: the ownership 

of pharmacies is no longer restricted to pharmacist, although there is still a strong regulation of 

pharmacy locations and the maximum number of pharmacists allowed in each location. Since 2005, 

price for over-the-counter (OTC) medication is no longer fixed and they may be sold outside 

pharmacies, and, since 2006, retail pharmacies can operate in hospitals (Simoens, 2008). 

In 1993, as a way to guarantee the quality and safety of pharmaceuticals, and later of medical 

equipment and other medical products, the INFARMED was created. One of their responsibilities 

includes insuring cost-effectiveness of pharmaceuticals, devices and cosmetics. On that regard, 

there are been several reforms directed towards improving this objective. Such reforms include, 

lowering the price of generic drugs and allowing pharmacists to substitute generic equivalents for 

brand name medication. In 2003 it was introduced a reference pricing for pharmaceutical 

reimbursement and, furthermore, in 2007, were enacted new rulings related to the way prices of new 

pharmaceutical products are determined and maximum prices were established (Barros & Nunes, 

2010). 

In 2010, in order to address a shortage in physicians, the Ministry of Health gave incentives for 

recently retired physicians to return to the NHS. This measure, however, did not improve on the 

situation of unequal distribution and productivity of the NHS (Oliveira & Bevan, 2003). 

Finally, another major policy implemented that was very closely related to the recent financial crisis, and 

was a requirement in the financial rescue plan, were changes on user charges, both in the structure and 

level of them. The structure of user chargers was already present in the NHS, therefore the decisions 

were only on the level of the chargers. User chargers had their level almost doubled although 

exemptions were also expanded (Barros, 2012) 

The following figure (figure 6) shows the major policy measures taken between 2000 and 2009: 
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Figure 6 – Major policy measures taken in the health sector in Portugal, between 2000 and 2009 and their respective 
objectives.(Barros et al., 2011). Note: USFs – Family Health Care Units (FHCU); ACES – Groups of Primary Care 
Centers (GPCC); RNCCI – National Long-term Care Network (NLCN).  

 

2.4.2. Hospital mergers, scale and scope economies 

 

Hospital mergers are generally regarded has a measure to increase efficiency, particularly in terms of 

cost-reduction, by taking advantage of economies of scale and scope (Barros et al., 2011). 

Dafny and Lee (2015) define a “good” merger as “one that increases the value of health care by reducing 

costs, improving outcomes, or both, thereby enabling providers to generate and respond to competition”. 

As the authors mention, in the case of the US health system mergers are usually regarded as a way to 

give providers higher price negotiation power and reduce competition. In their review of hospital mergers 

in the US they conclude that the most consistently documented result of a merger is higher prices, 

especially when the hospitals involved are in close proximity, a result that is in accordance with general 

merger theory. Furthermore, they also conclude that the success or failure of a merger is mostly 

dependent on the actions of the leaders of the health care institutions (Dafny & Lee, 2010). 

Markham and Lomas (1995), in their review of multi-hospital arrangements, concluded that, overall, 

evidence related to economic gains in mergers is mixed and it is difficult to assess the trade-off between 

benefits, such as cost savings, improved utilization of resource capacity and reduced waiting lists, and 

disadvantages, like increased financial cost to create the new entity, loss of managerial and 
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organizational identity, and insecurities of human resources. Mostly, they reach the conclusion that an 

important determinant of the balance of the trade-off is the process adopted in the implementation of 

the merger (Markham & Lomas, 1995). An article by Lee and Alexander (1999) adds that the adopted 

process may also have great implication on employee morale, productivity and on relations with 

physicians and the community. Both articles explicitly state that there is a need for further research on 

the actual outcomes observed and which relate directly to the merger, or in other terms, are merger-

specific (Lee & Alexander, 1999). This dissertation aims to provide a contribution in this area.  

The same authors also conducted a study to analyse the short-term effects of mergers, where 97 new 

mergers, originated from 194 hospitals between 1982 and 1989, were examined. They use a 

comparison group of 276 non-merging hospitals in order to control for trend effects, and compare 

different variables before and after the mergers. Their results were an observable decline in occupancy 

rates for both groups, but the decline was less in the merger group. As for expenses, they increased for 

both groups but the increase was lower in the merger group (Alexander, Halpern, & Lee, 1996). 

As was previously mentioned, hospital mergers are seen as a way to take advantage of economies of 

scale and scope. In order to verify if this is indeed an expectable result for mergers or, if not, in what 

conditions are economies of scale or scope achievable, it is necessary to, firstly, understand these two 

concepts: 

Economies of scale are, in broad terms, cost advantages that can be obtained due to size, output, or 

scale of operation, with cost per unit of output generally decreasing with increasing scale, as fixed costs 

are spread out over more units of output. 

For measuring economies of scale, when in a case of a single product line, like a specialized nursing 

home, the average cost is defined as the ratio of total cost to output. The presence of economies of 

scale is detected with the decline of average cost with output levels. 

In a multiple product case, there are economies of scale at a given output level if no equal split of smaller 

hospitals can provide the same total output at a lower total cost (Preyra & Pink, 2006). 

   

In mathematical terms: 

 
𝑛 ∗ 𝐶 (

𝑌0

𝑛
, 𝑝) < 𝐶(𝑌0, 𝑝) 

(1) 

where, 

Y0 – service level provided by the original hospital 

n – number of smaller hospitals 

Y0/n – service level provided by each smaller hospital 

C(Y0,p) – cost function of the original hospital  
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In the case of economies of scope there is a decrease in the average total cost of production by 

increasing the number of goods produced.  

The basic measure to determine economies of scope involves comparing the costs of providing a given 

level of n service types in one hospital with the hypothetical costs of providing the same total output 

level in n specialized hospitals.  

Panzar and Willig (1981), defined economies of scope, mathematically, with the following formulation: 

T = {𝑇1, . . 𝑇𝑙}  denotes a non-trivial partition of S⊆N, where UiTi = S, Ti ∩ Tj = Ø for i ≠ j, Ti ≠ Ø, and l>1. 

Economies of scope exist at ys, at factor prices w with respect to T if: 

 

∑ 𝐶(𝑦𝑇𝑖
, 𝑤) > 𝐶(𝑦𝑠, 𝑤)

𝑙

𝑖=1

 

(2) 

where  

N = {1, 2, …, n} = set of products considered; 

y = (y1,…,yn) = quantities of each product; 

yS= denotes the n vector with elements equal to those of y for i ∈ S⊂N and 0 for i ∉ S; 

w = vector of factor prices; 

C(yS, w) = cost function of producing only the products in subset S, at the quantities indicated by the 

vector y; 

C(y,w) = multiproduct minimum cost function. 

If the inequality presented is weak, there are weak economies of scope, and if the inequality is reversed 

there are diseconomies of scope (Panzar & Willig, 1981). 

There have been a number of articles that analyse if economies of scale and scope are present in a 

merger, or if they are being correctly and fully taken advantage of. 

The following table (table 2) presents a review of articles that evaluate the presence of economies of 

scale and scope (adapted from Azevedo & Mateus, 2014b): 

Table 2 - Review of articles that evaluate the presence of economies of scale and scope 

Articles Results 

Translog Cost Function 

Conrad and Strauss (1983) (USA) Constant economies of scale. 

Cowing and Holtmann (1983) (USA) Unexplored economies of scale. 
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Grannemann e al. (1986) (USA) Economies of scale in emergency care. 

Vital (1990) (USA) No evidence on economies of scale. 

Fournier and Mitchell (1992) (USA) Evidence of economies of scale and scope. 

Lima (1992) (Portugal) Economies of scale in small size hospitals. Economies 

of scope in most medical specialties. 

Sinay and Campbell (1995) (USA) Diseconomies of scale and economies of scope. 

Schuffham et al. (1996) (New Zealand) Possible efficiency gains with small size hospitals. 

Carreira (1999) (Portugal) Economies of scale in small size hospitals. Substantial 

presence of economies of scope. 

Aletras (1999) (Greece) Constant economies of scale. 

Cohen and Paul (2008) (USA) Economies of scale and some economies of scope. 

Gonçalves and Barros (2013) (Portugal) Economies of scale in auxiliary clinical services. 

Direct Cost Function 

Barros and Sena (1998) (Portugal) Diseconomies of scale. 

Quadratic Cost Function 

Preyra and Pink (2006) (Canada) Unexplored economies of scale. 

Stochastic Frontier 

Wagstaff and Lopez (1996) (Spain) Unexplored economies of scale and scope. 

Menezes et al. (2006) (Portugal) Higher variable costs in hospitals that operate from 

various infrastructures (Hospital Centers).  

Semi-parametric Method 

Dranove (1998) (USA) Scale economies in small size hospitals. 

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

Ferrier and Valdamirs (2004) (USA) Efficiency increase in mergers. 

Banker et al. (1986) Constant economies of scale. 

Economies and diseconomies of scale for different 

segments of production. 

Differences-in-Differences (DiD)  

(Azevedo, 2012) Optimal number of beds in a hospital as 235 beds; cost 

savings after hospital mergers. 

(Veigas, 2014). Mergers resulted in a decrease in efficiency, with no 

results, positive or negative, on financial performance. 

 

The articles mentioned applied different methods of analysis and the most common are:  
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 Transcendental Logarithmic, translog, cost function:  

This method is used to identify a specific functional form for a cost function that covers all the required 

assumptions, results from cost minimization, and can be used in empirical work. More specifically, 

according to Gilligan et al. (1984), the translog function is a flexible cost function for a multi-product firm 

or unit that imposes only a priori restrictions consistent with the existence of dual a dual relationship 

between cost and transformation functions. This characteristic allows the determination of product-

specific and overall scale and scope economies (Gilligan et al., 1984). 

The translog cost function can be written as: 
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(3) 

where 

𝛿𝑖𝑗 =  𝛿𝑗𝑖  and 𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝑦𝑗𝑖 ; 

yi = m outputs 

Pi = n input prices 

C = total cost 

α0, αi, βj, γij, δij, ρij = parameters to be estimated (Azevedo & Mateus, 2014a). 

This method is used by Conrad and Strauss (1983); Cowing and Holtmann (1983); Grannemann el al. 

(1986); Vital (1990); Fournier and Mitchell (1992); Lima (1992); Sinay and Campbell (1995); Schuffham 

el al. (1996); Carreira (1999); Aletras (1999); Cohen and Paul (2008); Gonçalves and Barros (2013). 

 Stochastic frontier:   

The stochastic frontier analysis is a method of economic modelling that is used quite frequently in the 

studies of production, cost, revenue, profit and other models of goal attainment. The model was originally 

developed by Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt (1977). The formulation of the model begins with a production 

function model without a random component and then this random component is added. This component 

is also known as stochastic component (Coelli et al., 2005). 

So, initially we have:  

 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ;  𝛽). 𝑇𝐸𝑖 (4) 
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where: 

yi - observed scalar output of producer I, i=1,…,l; 

xi – vector of N inputs used by producer I; 

β – vector of technology parameters to be determined; 

f(xi;β) – production frontier; 

TEi – technical efficiency defined as the ratio of observed output to maximum feasible output. 

Now, the random component, or random shock, is introduced. These shocks are effects not directly 

attributable to the producer or technology. 

We have: 

 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖;  𝛽). 𝑇𝐸𝑖 . exp {𝑣𝑖} (5) 

 

where exp{vi} is the random shock. 

This method is used by Wagstaff and Lopez (1996) and Menezes et al. (2006) 

 Data envelopment analysis (DEA):  

This technique is regarded as a powerful benchmarking technique and is based on nonparametric, linear 

programming methods. It compares service units, while considering all resources used and services 

provided, and identifies the most efficient ones. This is accomplished by comparing the mix and volume 

of services and resources used by each unit with those of all the other units. DEA also identifies which 

inefficient units can be improved (Harrison, 2015).  

DEA efficiency measurement can be formulated as: 

Considering (Yk,Xk) = (Yki,Xkj), k=1 to n, i=1 to s, j=1 to m. 

 Maximize:  
𝜇𝑌𝑘

𝑣𝑋𝑘
  for each value of k=1 to n. 

 
  subject to: 

𝜇𝑌𝑗

𝑣𝑋𝑗
 < 1, j=1 to n. 

(6) 

where: 

µYk - ∑ 𝜇𝑖  𝑥 𝑌𝑘𝑖𝑖 , i = 1 to s; 

vXk - ∑ 𝑣𝑖  𝑥 𝑋𝑘𝑖𝑖 , i = 1 to m; 

µYj - ∑ 𝜇𝑖  𝑥 𝑌𝑗𝑖𝑖 , i = 1 to s and j=1 to n; 
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vXj - ∑ 𝑣𝑖  𝑥 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑖 , i = 1 to m and j=1 to n; 

Optimal weights are used to maximize the efficiency of each unit subject to the restriction that the 

efficiencies of all units are less than or equal to one, and that all weights are nonnegative (Greene, 

2005). The value of the ratio, that is determined for each unit, is the DEA efficiency. A value of 1 means 

that the unit is efficient, while any value less than 1 means that it is not. 

This method is used by Ferrier and Valdamirs (2004). 

As demonstrated in table 2, there are considerable mixed results in the success of hospital mergers 

independently of the country or health system in question. Table 3 details the papers that focused on 

the Portuguese situation.  

Table 3 - Review of articles that evaluate the presence of economies of scale and scope in Portugal and their 
main conclusions (adapted from Azevedo & Mateus, 2014b). 

Articles Output Results 

Translog Cost Function 

Lima (1992)  Hospitalization volume (number of 

cases treated: medicine/surgery and 

obstetrics/gynaecology episodes); 

number of appointments and number of 

emergencies. 

Economies of scale in small size 

hospitals. Economies of scope in 

most medical specialties. 

(Carreira, 1999) Hospitalization volume (number of 

cases treated and average length of 

stay); number of appointments and 

number of emergencies. Considered 82 

hospitals between 1991 and 1995. 

Economies of scale in small size 

hospitals. Substantial presence of 

economies of scope. 

(Gonçalves & Barros, 

2013) 

Estimation of a flexible cost function. Economies of scale in auxiliary 

clinical services: Clinical Pathology, 

Medical Imaging and Physical 

Medicine and Rehabilitation. 

Some evidence of economies of 

scope 

Direct Cost Function 

(Barros & Sena, 1999)  Adjusted treated patients 

(homogenization of three types of final 

products). 

Diseconomies of scale in the three 

recently (before 1998) created 

hospital units. Increase in expenses 

is not compensated by an increase 

in productivity. Same situation for 

new or old hospitals. 
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Stochastic Frontier 

(Menezes et al.,2006) Hospitalization volume (number of 

cases treated and average length of 

stay); number of appointments and 

number of emergencies. 

Higher variable costs in hospitals 

that operate from various 

infrastructures (Hospital Centers).  

Difference-in-Differences 

(Azevedo, 2012) Optimal number of beds; costs This study considered 12 hospital 

centers between 2005 and 2009 

conclude that the optimal number of 

beds in a hospital is 235; cost 

savings after hospital mergers. 

(Veigas, 2014). Average length of stay; Total costs The study considered twelve 

hospital centers in the period 

between 2004 and 2011, and 

concluded that the mergers resulted 

in a decrease in efficiency, with no 

results, positive or negative, on 

financial performance. 

 

Veigas (2014), which is perhaps the closest approach to the current dissertation, focuses only on total 

costs and average length of stay as indicators. However, treatment and control groups are composed 

by a considerable number of different entities; the author attempts to evaluate all mergers between 2004 

and 2009. In terms of total costs, no effect of the mergers on this indicator is identified, which the author 

considers as evidence that, due to management changes, neither did the hospitals’ cost increase, nor 

did they decrease. In the case of the current dissertation, as will become apparent later, no clear effect 

of the merger is detected in any of the economic indicators, which confirms that costs have remained 

fairly constant overall. Diverse results concern the average length of stay: Veigas (2014) identifies an 

efficiency decrease for this indicator, which the author concludes to be due to previously inefficient 

hospitals (before the merger) that suffered increases in the average length of stay in the post-merger 

period, so they remained inefficient. Contrarily, the evidence in the current dissertation points to an 

increase in efficiency in terms of average length of stay. 

Portugal has seen a significant reduction in the number of hospitals due exclusively to mergers. It 

becomes then relevant to evaluate whether these mergers have been successful in improving health 

care delivery efficiency. Figure 7 shows the number of hospitals that merged between 2000 and 2012, 

and table 4 lists all the existing Hospital Centers in Portugal. 
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Figure 7 - Number of merging hospitals in Portugal from 2000 to 2012 

 

Table 4 – Hospital centers in Portugal, by region, and the year of merger 

RHA Entity Year 

 
 
 

Norte 

C.H. Trás-os-Montes Alto Douro, PBE 2007 

C.H. Póvoa do Varzim/Vila do Conde 2000 

C.H. Médio Ave, PBE 2007 

C.H. Alto Ave, PBE 2007 

C.H. Tâmega e Sousa, PBE 2007 

C.H. São João, PBE 2011 

C.H. Porto, PBE 2007 

C.H. Vila Nova de Gaia/Espinho, PBE 2007 

C.H. Entre Douro e Vouga, PBE 2009 

 
 

Centro 

C.H. Baixo Vouga, PBE 2012 

C.H. Tondela Viseu, PBE 2011 

C.H. Cova da Beira, PBE 1999 

C.H. e Universitário de Coimbra, PBE 2007 

C.H. Leiria, PBE 2011 

 
 
 

Lisboa e Vale do 
Tejo 

C.H. Médio Tejo, PBE 2005 

C.H. Barreiro-Montijo, PBE 2009 

C.H. Lisboa Central, PBE 2007 

C.H. Lisboa Ocidental, PBE 2005 

C.H. Setubal, PBE 2005 

C.H. Lisboa Norte, PBE 2008 

C.H. Oeste 2012 

C.H. Psiquiátrico de Lisboa 2007 

Algarve C.H. Algarve, PBE 2004 

 

In this dissertation, the Hospital centers considered are: C.H. Barreiro-Montijo, C.H. Médio Tejo and 

C.H. Oeste. 
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3. Methodology 
 

This chapter describes the methodology used in this dissertation. It is divided in three main parts. The 

first part details the three Hospital Centers used in the treatment groups and the individual hospital used 

in the control group.  The second part introduces the indicators used, and the third part describes the 

methods employed in the analysis. The analysis considers a 10 year period, from 2005 to 2014. 

3.1. Treatment Groups  
 

There are three main treatment groups, each with one Hospital Center and the treatment corresponds 

to the process of merger that each institution went through. 

Treatment group 1 is composed by the “Centro Hospitalar Médio Tejo” (CHMT), and has the particularity 

of being an entity that has undergone the merger before the observed time period. This group was 

selected to try to identify any medium-term benefits of a merger. 

Treatment group 2 is composed by the “Centro Hospitalar Barreiro-Montijo” (CHBM). This entity went 

through a process of merger half way into the observed time period. 

Treatment group 3 is composed by the ”Centro Hospitalar do Oeste” (CHO), which like the previous 

group, went through a process of merger during the observed time period. This group has the 

particularity of having two different mergers in a 10 year period. Both of this mergers will be analyse, 

with the first one being designated as treatment group 3 (CHON). 

The description of each treatment group includes the services available in each one, as well as the 

evolution of one line of hospital production, to serve has a basis of comparison for the analysis.  

3.1.1. Treatment group 1 – CHMT 

 

The CHMT, EPE, was created in 2005 through the Decree-law nº. 233/2005 that turned Public Limited 

Company (PLC) hospitals into PBE hospitals (ACSS, 2005). 

This merger began with the creation of a Hospital group in 1999. In 2001, it was turned into a Hospital 

Center, first in a traditional public model and, later on, in 2002, it became a Public Limited Company. 

CHMT states its mission as “to provide differentiated health care, with efficiency and quality, in 

conjunction with other health and social services in the community, at affordable costs, to users in the 

Medio Tejo area, promoting complementarity between the hospitals and improving motivation and 

satisfaction of its employees.” Its main goal is to treat and rehabilitate, in clinically appropriate time, the 

sick, with quality and humanity (CHMT, 2015). 
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The Hospital Center integrates three hospitals: the Dr. Manoel Constância Hospital in Abrantes, the 

Nossa Senhora da Graça in Tomar, and the Rainha Santa Isabel Hospital in Torres Novas. The three 

hospitals are at a distance of around 30 to 35 km from each other. 

CHMT has an area of influence of 15 regions, and serves a population of about 234 thousand 

inhabitants. Of the 15 regions, 12 are in the Santarém District, while out of the other 2 are in the 

Portalegre District and 1 in the Castelo Branco District. 

Their demographic density was, as of 2013, 83.9 inhabitants/km2. 

In 2012, CHMT underwent a serious reorganization of its three hospitals in order to address the fact that 

they had a similar capacity with overlapping areas that lead to a duplication or triplication of certain 

services. This situation has led to inefficiencies and an unnecessary dispersion of resources. The 

reorganization involved the concentration of each service into one or two hospitals. For example, Internal 

Medicine was previously available in all of the hospitals but, as of 2012, this service was concentrated 

and is now only available in the hospital in Abrantes. 

The following tables (table 5 and table 6) show an overview of CHMT in terms of services available, and 

how some global indicators have evolved in the time period of 2006 to 2014.  

Table 5 - Set of main available services in CHMT. 

Set of available services 

Anaesthesiology Obstetrics 

Cardiology Oncology 

Child Psychiatrics Operating Room 

Clinical Pathology Ophthalmology 

Dermatology Orthopaedics 

Emergency  Otorhinolaryngology 

Gastroenterology Outpatient Services 

General Surgery Paediatrics 

Gynaecology Palliative Care 

Imaging Pathologic Anatomy 

Immuno-Hemotheraphy 
Physical and Rehabilitation 

Medicine 

Internal Medicine Plastic Surgery 

Multipurpose Intensive Care Unit Psychiatrics 
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Neonatology Pulmonology 

Nephology 
Rheumatology 

Neurology Urology 

Total 32 

 

Table 6 - Evolution of four indicators between 2006 and 2014 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Nº of beds 483 483 490 490 

Outbound sick 20204 20606 18925 17884 

Nº of doctors 164 170 174 172 

Nº of nurses 676 688 713 745 

 

(continuation) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Nº of beds 467 457 410 375 374 

Outbound sick 17981 18318 17749 18363 17074 

Nº of doctors 175 n.a n.a 143 n.a 

Nº of nurses 723 n.a n.a 637 n.a 

 

Since 2010 there has been a decrease in the number of beds while the volume of outbound sick did not 

varied greatly from one year to the next, although if we consider the volume in 2006 and then in 2014, 

the difference appears considerable. There has also been a decrease in the number of doctors and 

nurses. Even with the missing data, the activity report of 2013 does mention how in the last few years 

there has been a decrease in these last numbers, although far more pronounced in 2013 due to 

termination of contracts. The year 2005 was not considered since it was the year of the merger. 

3.1.2. Treatment group 2 – CHBM 

 

The CHBM, PBE, was created in 2009 through the Decree-Law nº280/2009.  

The Hospital Center defines its mission as the “provision of differentiated health care to all citizens, 

within the responsibilities and capacities of the hospitals units that integrate it, giving effect to the 

definitions of national and regional politics of health, strategic plans and approved decisions”. 
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CHBM resulted from the merger of Nossa Senhora do Rosário Hospital (NSRH), PBE, in Barreiro, and 

Montijo District Hospital (HM), in Montijo.  

The area of influence of the CHBM covers four regions, with a population of around 215 thousand 

inhabitants. 

The two hospitals in the merger have different capacities, the Nossa Senhora do Rosário Hospital having 

a relatively larger capacity. 

The following tables (tables 7, 8 and 9) show an overview of CHBM in terms of services available, and 

how some global indicators have evolved in the time periods of 2010 to 2014, and 2005 to 2008. 

Table 7 - Set of main available services in CHBM 

Set of available services 

Anaesthesiology Ophthalmology 

Cardiology Operating Room 

Clinical Pathology Orthopaedics 

Emergency Otorhinolaryngology 

Gastroenterology Outpatient Services 

General Surgery Outpatient Surgery 

Gynaecology Paediatrics 

Imaging Palliative Care Unit 

Immunotherapy Pathologic Anatomy 

Infectiology Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine 

Internal Medicine Plastic Surgery 

Intensive Care Unit Psychiatrics 

Neurology Pulmonology 

Obstetrics Radiotherapy 

Oncology Urology 

Total 30 
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Table 8 - Evolution of four indicators between 2010 and 2014 for CHBM 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Nº of beds (w/nursery) 398 (428) 374(404) 355(385) 344(374) 355(385) 

Outbound sick 15320 14542 13991 13824 12574 

Nº of doctors 248 255 247 257 n.a 

Nº of nurses 559 554 539 531 n.a 

 

Table 9  - Evolution of four indicators between 2005 and 2008 for NSRH and HM. 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Nº of beds (Barreiro)* 379 367 365 364 

Nº of beds (Montijo) 80 80 80 71 

Total 459 447 445 435 

Outbound sick (Barreiro) 16674  16136  16764 15984 

Outbound sick (Montijo) 2228 2100 1853 1861 

Total 18902 18236 18617 17845 

Nº of doctors (Barreiro) 242 221 232 232 

Nº of doctors (Montijo) n.a n.a n.a n.a 

Nº of nurses (Barreiro) 451 465 469 469 

Nº of nurses (Montijo) n.a n.a n.a n.a 

*There was no indication in the information collected if this number included the nursery capacity or not. 

The number of beds has been decreasing since the before the merger of CHBM occurred. Before the 

merger, the volume of outbound sick was considerably higher than after the merger, where there is a 

continuous decrease. The observed decrease could be explained by the fact that the services were 

centralized to the NSRH and HM has remained as backup hospital for some services (for example, long 

term hospitalizations). Although they have experienced a decrease in one major line of production, there 

has been no considerable decrease in either the number of doctors or nurses between 2010 and 2014. 

Since there is no data for this two indicators in the case of Montijo, we cannot conclude whether there 

was a decrease in personal from before to after the merger. 
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3.1.3. Treatment group 3 – CHO 

 

The CHO, a Public Administrative Sector (PAS) entity, was created in 2012 and its mission is “to provide 

differentiated health care, in outpatient and inpatient, with quality and timely, promoting continuous 

improvement as well as the development and satisfaction of its employees. Health care provision is 

focused in meeting the patients’ needs, guided by the humanization of care, and inserted in a frame of 

economic rationality, cost efficiency, operation efficacy and aiming to achieve financial stability”. 

The CHO resulted from the merger of the “Centro Hospitalar Torres Vedras” (CHTV) and the “Centro 

Hospitalar Oeste Norte” (CHON). The CHTV was created in 2001 and integrates the Torres Vedras 

District Hospital and the Dr. José Maria Antunes Junior Hospital (Barro).  The CHON was created in 

2009 and integrates the “Centro Hospitalar Caldas da Rainha” (CHCR), composed of 2 different 

hospitals, the Peniche Hospital (HP) and the Alcobaça Hospital (HA). The latter integrates the CHON 

but not the CHO. So the CHO is currently composed of 5 hospital units: Caldas da Rainha Hospital Unit, 

Caldas da Rainha Termal Hospital Unit (previously CHCR), Peniche Hospital Unit, Torres Vedras District 

Hospital Unit and Barro Hospital Unit (this last two were, previously, the CHTV). It is a goal of CHO to 

reduce their hospital units to just three, by closing the Barro Hospital Unit and giving ownership of the 

Caldas da Rainha Termal Hospital Unit to the Caldas da Rainha authority. 

The area of influence of the CHO includes 9 regions and a population of almost 300 thousand 

inhabitants. 

The following tables (Tables 10, 11, 12 and 13) show an overview of CHO in terms of services available, 

and how some global indicators have evolved in the time period of 2013 to 2014, 2010 to 2011 and 2005 

to 2008. 

Table 10 - Set of main available services in CHO 

Set of available services 

Anaesthesiology Obstetrics 

Autoimmune Oncology 

Cardiology Operating Room 

Clinical Patology Ophtalmology 

Clinical Psycology Orthopaedics 

Dermatology Otorhinolaryngology 

Emergency Outpatient Services 

Gastroenterology Outpatient Surgery 

General Surgery Paediatrics 

Gynaecology Palliative Care Unit 
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Imaging Physical and 
Rehabilitation Medicine 

Immuno-allergy Psychiatrics 

Immuno-hemotherapy Pulmonology 

Internal Medicine Radiology 

Neonatology Transfusion Medicine 

Neurology Urology 

Neurosurgery  

Total 33 

 

Table 11  - Evolution of four indicators between 2013 and 2014 for CHO. 

 2013 2014 

Nº of beds(w/nursery) 325 (352) 325 (352) 

Outbound sick 15764 15378 

Nº of doctors 222 216 

Nº of nurses 474 485 

 

Table 12 - Evolution of four indicators between 2010 and 2011 for CHON and CHTV. 

 2010 2011 

Nº of beds (CHON) (w/nursery) 201(218) 201(218) 

Nº of beds (CHTV) (w/nursery) 242(262) 242(262) 

Total 443(480) 443(480) 

Outbound sick (CHON) 10391 10288 

Outbound sick (CHTV) 9705 9358 

Total 20096 19646 

Nº of doctors(CHON) 112 113 

Nº of doctors(CHTV) 160 167 

Total 272 280 

Nº of nurses(CHON) 327 331 

Nº of nurses(CHTV) 325 317 

Total 652 648 
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Table 13  - Evolution of four indicators between 2005 and 2008 for CHTV, CHTV, HP and HA. 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 

Nº of beds (CHTV) 259 219 218 215 

Nº of beds (CHCR) 128 140 144 144 

Nº of beds (HP) 50 50 50 53 

Nº of beds (HA) 63 63 53 53 

Total 500 472 465 465 

Outbound sick (CHTV) 8848 8598 9168 9239 

Outbound sick (CHCR) 6268 6075 7080 7257 

Outbound sick (HP) 1414 1370 1253 1252 

Outbound sick (HA) 2065 2039 1853 1806 

Total 18595 18082 19354 19554 

 

The two years of the CHO have reported no changes in hospital beds and only slight changes in 

outbound sick and number of professionals. When comparing with the values of the same indicators for 

the CHON and CHTV, there is a clear decrease in both the number of beds and in the volume of 

outbound sick.   The number of doctors and nurses also decreased, although more sharply in the number 

of nurses. All these decreases are expected since, by decreasing the number of beds, the volume of 

outbound sick is expected to decrease and the number required of doctors and nurses is also less. The 

transference of the HA from the CHON to the “Centro Hospitalar de Leiria” also contributes to the 

decrease in the indicators before and after merger. 

Between 2005 and 2008, the two indicators have the same level of values as the ones reported between 

2010 and 2011. 

3.2. Control Group – Hospital de Santarém (HS)  
 

Santarém District Hospital was created in 1985 and became a PBE hospital in 2005. It states its mission 

as “the provision of quality health care, in a timely manner, in a sustainable economic and financial 

development framework.” The HS’s area of influence has a population of about 200 thousand 

inhabitants, divided by nine regions. 

The following tables (tables 14 and 15) show an overview of HS in terms of services available, and how 

some global indicators have evolved in the time period of 2005 to 2014. 
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Table 14  - Set of available services in HS 

Set of available services 

Anaesthesiology Obstetrics 

Cardiology Operating Room 

Clinical Patology Ophtalmology 

Dermatology Orthopaedics 

Emergency Otorhinolaryngology 

Gastroenterology Outpatient Services 

General Surgery Outpatient surgery 

Gynaecology Paediatrics 

Imaging Pathologic Anatomy 

Immuno-hemotherapy 
Physical and 

Rehabilitation Medicine 

Intensive Care Plastic Surgery 

Internal Medicine Pneumology  

Neonatology Psychiatrics 

Nephrology Vascular Surgery 

Neurology Urology 

Oncology  

Total 31 

 

Table 15- Evolution of four indicators between 2006 and 2010 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Nº of beds 414 414 414 414 403 

Outbound sick 17931 17914 17505 18903 18171 

Nº of doctors 223* 221* 224* 165 158 

Nº of nurses 436 456 485 486 500 

*value includes doctors and students in pre-career training. Separate values not available. 

(continuation) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Nº of beds 403 403 389 389 388 

Outbound sick 18003 17309 17062 17330 16828 

Nº of doctors 162 125 122 148 155 
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Nº of nurses 495 481 475 476 489 

 

HS presents a decrease in the number of beds available, but the volume of outbound sick has remained 

relatively constant. The number of doctors and nurses has also remained around the same, except for 

the year 2011 where there was a considerable decrease in the number of doctors. In 2013 the number 

of doctors in HS was increased by 26 individuals. 

The four entities in question are relatively similar, in terms of capacity, population and production, with 

the main difference being: CHO covers almost 300 thousand inhabitants while the other three cover 

closer to 200 thousand inhabitant;  CHBM has lower volume of outbound sick when compared with the 

other three in the same time period. Finally, another important characteristic is the CMI. As we can see 

from the tables below (Tables 16, 17 and 18), the CMI for the three entities is very similar. 

Table 16 - Evolution of the CMI between 2006 and 2014 (CHMT) 

CMI 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Hospital admissions 

M. DRGs  0,693 0,718 0,718 0,7513 0,751 0,751 0,813 0,813 0,813 

P.S. DRGs 1,227 1,262 1,262 1,326 1,326 1,326 1,44 1,44 1,44 

E.S. DRGs 1,227 1,262 1,262 1,326 1,326 1,326 1,44 1,44 1,44 

Outpatient Surgery 

S.DRGs n.a 0,484 0,480 0,561 0,561 0,561 0,682 0,682 0,682 

M.DRGs n.a 0,484 0,164 0,148 0,155 0,155 0,221 0,221 0,221 

 

Table 17 - Evolution of the CMI between 2010 and 2014 (CHBM) 

CMI 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Hospital admissions 

M. DRGs  0,729 0,729 0,732 0,732 0,732 

P.S. DRGs 1,210 1,210 1,313 1,313 1,313 

E.S. DRGs 1,210 1,210 1,313 1,313 1,313 

Outpatient Surgery 

S.DRGs 0,539 0,539 0,647 0,647 0,647 

M.DRGs 0,113 0,113 0,126 0,126 0,126 
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Table 18 - Evolution of the CMI between 2006 and 2014 (HS) 

CMI 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Hospital admissions 

M. DRGs  0,697 0,73 0,73 0,735 0,735 0,735 0,763 0,763 0,763 

P.S. DRGs 1,384 1,407 1,407 1,36 1,36 1,36 1,356 1,356 1,356 

E.S. DRGs 1,384 1,407 1,407 1,36 1,36 1,36 1,356 1,356 1,356 

Outpatient Surgery 

S.DRGs n.a 0,494 0,494 0,513 0,513 0,513 0,67 0,67 0,67 

M.DRGs n.a 0,494 0,157 0,153 0,153 0,153 0,215 0,215 0,215 

 

3.3. Data 
 

The data used in this dissertation was collected from publicly available information, mainly contracts and 

activity reports. HS, CHO and CHBM were contacted to request some additional data.  

In a number of cases, data of specific years or indicators was not available for some of the entities 

considered.  

3.3.1. Selected Indicators 

 

There are four groups of indicators used in this dissertation: Quality Performance, Access Performance, 

Health Care Performance and Economic and Financial Performance. The selection of indicators and 

the groups was based on ACSS benchmarking methodology and by advice of Dr. Mário Bernardino 

(CHBM) and Dr. Carlos Sá (CHO), with the objective of identifying indicators that could give an overview 

of the evolution of the entity on a number of perspectives.     

1. Quality Performance: 

 

 Pressure ulcer prevalence rate: pressure ulcers, also known as bedsores, are areas of the 

skin that break down due to continuous applied pressure or rubbing and one of the causes for this 

condition is a prolonged stay in bed. Patients that have to be hospitalized are more susceptible to get 

pressure ulcer. It becomes the responsibility of the health professionals to insure that patients do not 

get pressure ulcers. 

The pressure ulcer prevalence rate is calculate as: 

 

𝑛º 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑢𝑙𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑎𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝑋 100 
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 Nosocomial infection rate (infection associated with central catheter placement): infection 

that appears in the patient and which cause was the insertion of a central catheter (foreign body). The 

presence of an infection could indicate an inadequate handling of the medical equipment. 

The nosocomial infection rate is calculated as: 

 

𝑛º 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 (𝐶𝑉𝐶)
𝑋 100 

 

 Post-surgery hip bone fracture rate: A hip fracture is a break in the upper quarter of the femur 

bone. The extent of the break depends on the forces that are involved. Since the facture requires surgery 

to fix, if a patient breaks the hip bone after an unrelated surgery it means an additional expense that 

could be considered avoidable. 

Post-surgery hip bone fracture is calculated as: 

 

𝑛º 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ ℎ𝑖𝑝 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑦)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝑋 100 

 

 Percentage of births by caesarean section: A caesarean section is a surgical procedure in 

which one or more incisions are made through a mother's abdomen and uterus to deliver the baby, and 

it is often performed when a vaginal delivery would put the baby's or mother's life or health at risk. The 

WHO considers the rate of 10% and 15% to be ideal for caesarean sections since 1985 (WHO, 2015). 

This indicator is calculated as: 

 

𝑛º 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑐 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑠
𝑋 100 

 

 

2. Access Performance: 

 

 Percentage of 1st appointment in the total of appointments: indicates the percentage of 

appointments that are 1st appointment in all appointments of all of the specialties.it is calculated as: 

𝑛º 𝑜𝑓 1𝑠𝑡  𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑋 100 
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3. Health Care Performance: 

 

 Average length of stay: average of the number of days of hospital stay of outbound sick in a 

certain time period. It is calculated by: 

 

𝑛º 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑘
𝑋 100 

 

 Occupancy Rate: relation between the total number of days in the hospital and hospital 

capacity. By hospital capacity it is meant, nº of beds x 365 days. The equation is: 

 

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝑁º 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑠 𝑥 365 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑋 100 

   

 Percentage of outpatient surgery: percentage of outpatient surgery, i.e. same-day surgery, in 

the total of programmed surgeries.  The equation is: 

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑋 100 

 

 Percentage of return to hospital after release in 30 days: percentage of patients that had to 

return to the hospital and had to be hospitalized in a time period of 30 days. The equation is: 

 

𝑛º 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒 − ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 30 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑋 100 

 

 Percentage of hospital stay over 30 days: percentage of hospitalized patients that remain in 

the hospital for a length of time higher than 30 days. The equation is: 

 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 > 30 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑋 100 

 

4. Economic and Financial Performance: 

 

 Percentage of expenses with staff in the total of operating income: percentage of expenses 

with staff in the total of operating income. The equation is: 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑓𝑓 (€)

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 (€)
𝑋 100 
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 Percentage of expenses with ESP in the total of operating income: percentage of expenses 

with external services provider (ESP) in the total operating income. The equation is: 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐸𝑆𝑃 (€)

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 (€)
𝑋 100 

 

 Percentage of expenses with CGSMC in the total of operating income: percentage of 

expenses with the cost of goods sold and materials consumed (CGSMC) in the total of operating income. 

The equation is: 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐶𝐺𝑆𝑀𝐶 (€)

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 (€)
𝑋 100 

 

 Ratio of Operating costs and Operating income: value of the ratio between the Operating 

costs and the Operating income. The equation is: 

 

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 (€)

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 (€)
 

 

 3.2.2. Statistical tests 

 

In order to analyse the data collected and compare the treatment groups with the control, three different 

statistical tests were performed. First, the Mann-Whitney U test, then the Kruskal-Wallis test and lastly 

the Difference in Differences method. Each of the tests used will be described in the next subchapters: 

i) Mann-Whitney U test 

The Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric test for the comparison of two independent samples. It is 

usually regarded has an alternative to the independent t-test. Although there are various ways of 

formulating both the null and alternative hypothesis (Fay & Proschan, 2010), the general formulation is: 

 Observations from both groups are independent from each other; 

 Responses are ordinal, so it is possible to identify the greater observation out of any group 

of two; 

 The null hypothesis, H0, is usually described as the distributions of both observations being 

equal. Mathematically, P(X>Y)=P(Y>X), where the probability of an observation from the 

population X exceeding an observation from the second population, Y, is equal to the 

probability of an observation from the second population Y exceeding an observation from 

the population X; 

 The alternative hypothesis, H1, corresponds to: P(X>Y) ≠ P(Y>X). This translates into the 

probability of an observation from the population X exceeding an observation from the 
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population Y being different from the probability of an observation from the population Y 

exceeding an observation from the population X. 

In this dissertation, the software SPSS will be used to compute this test, but it would be possible to do 

it manually. There are two methods that can be used to apply this test manually, depending on the 

sample size. Considering that in this dissertation the sample size is small (n ≤ 10), the method used 

would be: 

When comparing two samples, 1 and 2, we start by selecting one of them, for example, sample 1 and, 

for each observation of the sample it is necessary to count the number of times this first value wins over 

any of the observations in sample 2, or, in other words, the number of times the first value is larger than 

any observation in sample 2. In case of a tie, the score for the count is 0.5. The sum of wins and ties 

will result in the value for U (mean rank) for sample 1. Finally, the process is repeated in order to 

determine the value for the U of sample 2. 

When there is a large sample size it is needed to apply a different method of calculation: 

First, considering all observations together (sample 1 and 2), it starts by assigning ranks, starting with 

the number 1 for the smallest observation. If there is a tie, the rank assigned to the two, or more 

observations is equal to the midpoint of unadjusted rankings. 

After this, it is necessary to sum the ranks of the observations in each sample. To calculate the values 

for U1 (sample1) and U2 (sample 2), the formula is (Epilab, 2015):  

U1 = R1-(n1(n1+1))/2 

U2 = R2-(n2(n2+1))/2 

where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes for samples 1 and 2, respectively. R1 and R2 are the sums of the 

ranks from samples 1 and 2, respectively.  

ii) Kruskal–Wallis test 

The Kruskal-Wallis test by ranks is a non-parametric method that extends the Mann-Whitney U test 

when there are more than two groups or samples. It is used for testing whether samples have the same 

distribution and it can compare two or more independent samples of equal or different sizes. 

The null hypothesis, H0, is that all the medians of all the samples are equal, while the alternative 

hypothesis, H1, is that there is at least a median of one group that is different. A significant test will 

indicate that there is a sample that stochastically dominates at least one other sample (Kruskal & Wallis, 

1952). 

Similarly to the previous test, the first step is to rank the data, ignoring group membership, from 1 to N. 

In case of a tie between two values, the value for the rank is the average of the rank they would be given 

had they not been tied. 
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In this case, we want to determine K, for every sample, and the formula to use is: 

 

𝐾 = (𝑁 − 1)
∑ 𝑛𝑖(�̅�1 − �̅�)2𝑔

𝑖=1  

∑ ∑ (𝑟𝑖𝑗 − �̅�)2𝑛𝑖
𝑗=1

𝑔
𝑖=1

 

(7) 

where ni = number of observations in group I; 

 rij = rank, among all observations, of the observation j from group i; 

 N = total number of observations across all groups; 

 𝑟�̅� =
∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑖

𝑗=1

𝑛𝑖
 

 �̅� =
1

2
(𝑁 + 1) – average for all the rij. 

In the case of there being no ties in the data the formulation is simplified to: 

 

𝐾 =
12

𝑁(𝑁 + 1)
∑ 𝑛𝑖�̅�𝑖

2 − 3(𝑁 + 1)

𝑔

𝑖=1

 

(8) 

 

The p-value is approximated by Pr(𝑋𝑔−1
2 ≥ 𝐾). 

iii) Difference in Differences  

Difference in Differences (DiD) is a statistical technique used to estimate treatment effects by comparing 

the pre- and post- treatment differences in the outcome of a treatment and a control group. In other 

words, it compares the average change over time in the outcome variable for the treatment group with 

the same average for the control group. The formulation for the method is (Pischke, 2015): 

 𝑌𝑖𝑡 =  𝛼𝑖 + 𝜆𝑡 +  𝜌𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝑋𝑖𝑡
′ 𝛽 +  휀𝑖𝑡 (9) 

 

where,  

αi = individual fixed effects (no change over time); 

𝜆𝑡 = time fixed effect; 

Xit = time-varying covariates2; 

εit = Error term; 

Di = Treatment; 

                                                           
2 Also known as time-dependent variables, are variables that can change value over the course of the observation 
period (Powell & Bagnell, 2012).   
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Yi = Outcome. 

The goal is then to estimate the effect of Di on Yi. The main assumption in this method is that, for people 

with the same pre-treatment trends in the outcome, the trend in the treatment and control groups would 

have continued the same way as before in the absence of treatment. Graphically, we have (figure 7): 

.  

Figure 8 – Graphical representation of the expected effect of the treatment in the outcome in the corresponding 
group, compared with the trend in the outcome in the control group (Goulding, 2011) 

One way to use the method is to simply employ the straightforward approach, where we have: 

 DiD = (Ytreat,post – Ytreat,pre) – (Ycontrol,post – Ycontrol,pre); 

 

(10) 

with Ytreat,post – Ytreat,pre = difference in the treatment group before and after the treatment; 

       Ycontrol,post – Ycontrol,pre = difference in the control group before and after the treatment affects the 

previous group. 

Another way to estimate the DiD is to use regressions and, in this case, we can control for independent 

variables and obtain standard errors for the treatment effect to see if it is significant. In this dissertation, 

we will apply both methods, and the formulation adopted was: 

 Method 1  

 DiD = (Ymerger,post – Ymerger,pre) – (Ycontrol,post – Ycontrol,pre); 

 

(11) 

 Method 2 (regression)  

  

Yit = β1 + β2 (mergeri) + β3 (timet) + 𝜌(mergeri x timet) + εit 

(12) 

where 

mergeri = dummy variable equal to one if in the treatment group, zero otherwise; 
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timet = dummy variable equal to one if post treatment, zero otherwise. 

𝜌 = DiD estimator. 

It is important to consider that in this dissertation, for each test, we are dealing with a small sample 

which can result in high uncertainty in estimation. If we consider that we are just identifying the 

parameters and not making inferences, we can just focus on interpreting the results obtained in method 

1 and use method 2 to confirm the DiD estimator (Wooldridge, 2007).  

Another consideration is that in most studies that used the DiD method, the regression was constructed 

to include other variables that could be influencing the result. For this dissertation, we will use the basic 

regression, on one hand due to the small size of the sample, as mentioned before, and on the other 

hand because we are comparing one-to-one, which makes it easier to infer if other factors (ex: CMI, nº 

beds, number of outbound patients, etc.) are a possible justification for any differences/similarities in the 

results.  

In the case of method 1, in order to correctly interpret the results, the following decision trees were 

constructed. Decision tree 1 (figure 8) is used when the best result is a higher value for the indicator 

and decision tree 2 (figure 9) is used when the best result is a lower value.   

 

Figure 9 - Decision tree for the case of increase in indicator being the wanted result. 
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Figure 10 - Decision tree for the case of decrease in indicator being the wanted result. 

 

4. Results 
 

The following chapter presents the results obtained in the data analysis. The SPSS software was used 

to perform the Mann-Whitney U test, the Kruskal-Wallis test and the DiD regression. For the method 1 

of the DiD estimation, excel was used. 

In each of the indicators, for which data is available: 

 For the Mann-Whitney U test, the comparisons done were of the control (HS) with each of the 

treatment groups for the period of time of post-merger (CHMT, CHBM, CHO and CHON). 

Significance is initially considered at 5%, but since we are working with a small sample, a 10% 

significance is acceptable. 

 For the Kruskal-Wallis test we compared the four entities (HS, CHMT, CHBM and CHO), in the 

last two years of the period considered.  

 For the DiD, in both methods, the control was compared to the CHBM, CHO and CHON. Since 

CHMT was created in 2005, for the time period considered there was no information on the pre-

merger situation. 

For some indicators, there is a lack of data and their analysis will not be possible under the methodology 

adopted. Still, these indicators will still be presented, with some information and a more descriptive 

analysis will be performed.    

The results are organized by group of indicators. Years when mergers occurred are not considered. 
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4.1. Health Care Performance 
 

4.1.1. Average Length of Stay 

 

 

Figure 11 - Evolution of average length of stay for HS and CHMT between 2006 and 2014. 

By analysing figure 11, we observe that CHMT, in the first years of existence (2006 to 2007) had better 

values for the average, but suffered a sharp increase from 2008 to 2010. This increase consisted of rise 

in the average of 1.5 days, increasing from around 6.5 days to almost 8 days. Fortunately, the entity 

appears to have been able to recover, and their average dropped to around 7 days. In fact, the sharp 

decrease in this indicator from 2012 to 2013 is most likely due to the reorganization that the hospital 

center underwent in order to address the existence of unnecessarily duplicated services. In the case of 

the control, they maintained an average of around 7.2 to 7.5 until 2011. From then on, their average 

increased by almost a day, reaching close to 8.5 days in 2014. Through the analysis of the figure we 

cannot conclude if the treatment group had better results for this indicator than the control or vice-versa. 

It can, however, be stated that the control group has a generally more constant evolution in time, with 

no sharp increases or decreases, while for CHMT it is clear that their restructuring of available services 

was successful in improving the average length of stay. This improvement consisted in a decrease of 

around 1 day, between 2012 and 2014. 

As for the results of the Mann-Whitney U test, as shown in table 19, in terms of mean rank, CHMT has 

the lower rank. This could indicate that they score better, overall, for this indicator. However, p-value is 

higher than 0.05. This means that the null hypotheses for the test cannot be rejected, which implies that 

the values of the control and the treatment are not significantly different from each other. So, in 

conclusion, no statement can be made one whether, for this case, the hospital merger had better values 

for the indicator considered.   
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Table 19 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test. (Average length of stay) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 12,20  

0,218 
Treatment-1 8,80 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 

 

Figure 12 - Evolution of average length of stay for HS and CHBM/pre-CHBM between 2005 and 2014. Pre-CHBM 
refers to the NSRH and HM, where a mean of their values for the indicator was calculated for each year. 2009 was 
the year of the merger, so it is not represented. 

Through the analysis of figure 12, it is observed that the CHBM always has a higher average length of 

stay from 2010 to 2014. The same can be seen for the pre-CHBM entity from 2006 to 2008. Only 

considering this figure, the statement that could be made is that HS has a better average length of stay 

than CHBM, both in pre- and post- merger period. Since this indicator is calculated with the number of 

outbound sick, when we previously observed the considerable decrease that occurred between 2010 

and 2014 for CHBM, as well as the difference in volume between HS and CHBM, with HS having more 

outbound sick per year, it was already expected that this indicator would be worse for CHBM. It could 

be argued that this difference in the value for the indicator could be due to differences in the CMI, but 

as was established in chapter 3, the CMI for both groups is similar, and even slightly lower for CHBM.  

By comparing the results before and after the merger, there is no definite conclusion to be drawn from 

just analysing the figure above. In order to try to conclude about this point, it is necessary to look at the 

results of the DiD test (table 20). 
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Table 20 - Results of the Mann –Whitney U test and DiD for HS vs CHBM. (Average length of stay) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 3,60  

0,056 

 

0,51 
 

-0,205 

 

0,616 

Treatment-2 7,40 0,305  

*p-value. = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

Considering the results of the Mann-Whitney U test, the lowest mean rank belongs to the control group, 

which indicates that HS has lower overall values for this indicator when compared to CHBM. The p-

value is 0,056 and, although it is outside of the 5% of significance necessary to exclude the null 

hypothesis, it is within a 10% significance. So, in this case, the alternative hypothesis can be accepted. 

For the DiD results, and following the schematic of figure 10, there is an increase from the period of 

before the merger to after the merger, in the indicator for both groups. Since the increase was higher 

for the control group, it can be concluded that the “treatment” was successful in preventing a higher 

increase. In other words, the merger did not contribute to an improvement of the indicator in terms of 

decreasing it, which would be the best case scenario, but instead halted the increase that would be 

expected to occur if the merger had not happened.   

Table 21 - T-value and sig. for the DiD regression of HS vs CHBM (Average length of stay) 

  t Sig. 

(constant) 7,250    

time 0,625 2,99 0,010 

merger 0,510 2,573 0,022 

timexmerger -0,205  -0,731 0,477 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  

Table 21 shows the results for the DiD regression. Through the analysis of the second column, it can 

be verified that the  coefficient for the timexmerger is -0,205, the same value obtained with the previous 

method for Δ. The sig. value in this case is definitely larger than 0.05 which could be interpreted as the 

coefficient not being statistically significant. However, has was mentioned before, we are dealing with a 

fairly small sample size, so we just consider the results from method 1. From this point on, the results 

of the DiD regression will still be presented but their interpretation will be minimal and only in exceptional 

cases (extremely low or high significance). 

In conclusion, HS has lower values of average length of stay in both periods (before and after). However, 

this entity went through a more pronounced increase from the before to the after period. In other words, 

CHBM may have an overall worst indicator but the merger was successful in stopping a more severe 

increase in value.   
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Figure 13 - Evolution of average length of stay for HS and CHO/pre-CHO (CHON + CHTV) between 2010 and 2014. 
From 2005 to 2011 we have HS vs CHON/pre-CHON (HP, HA and CHCR). 2009 and 2012, being the years of the 
mergers, are not represented.  

Figure 13 shows the evolution of CHO. As previously stated, this particular entity was the result of two 

mergers during the time period considered. Starting in 2005, we have the pre-CHON entity that 

conglomerates the data from three separate entities: CHCR, HP and HA. From 2006 to 2008, this entity 

experienced a decrease in the average length of stay and, overall, had lower values when compared to 

the control group. For CHON, pre-CHO (that conglomerates data from CHTV and CHON) and CHO we 

only have two data points, which makes it difficult to conclude on the evolution over time, and whether 

or not they follow the same trend as the control group. It can, however, be stated that, in all cases, the 

indicator has lower values than for HS. This conclusion verified by the Mann-Whitney U test, where CHO 

and CHON return the lowest mean ranks. Again, since we are dealing with a really small sample, the 

significance is higher than the 0.05 necessary to reject the null hypothesis.  

As for the DiD results (table 22), for the first case, the indicator in both groups increased, but this 

increase was less pronounced in CHO than in HS. So, following the base assumption in this method, 

we can conclude that the merger was successful in keeping the expected increase at a lower level. In 

the case of CHON, the merger succeeded in decreasing the indicator from one period to the other. For 

this particular case, the merger seems to have had a positive effect on the indicator.  
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Table 22 – Mann-Whitney U test results and DiD for CHON and CHON (average length of stay) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 3,50 
 

0,333 
0,45  

-0,275 

 

0,824 

Treatment-3 1,50 0,175  

Control 3,50 0,333 0,25 
 

-0,267 

 

0,585 

Treatment-3 (CHON) 1,50 -0,01667   

*Sig. = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 7,500    7,250    

time 0,450  2,395 0,075 0,250  1,544 0,161 

merger -0,325  -1,729 0,159 -0,232  -1,759 0,117 

timexmerger -0,275  -1,035 0,359 -0,268  -1,168 0,276 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator(ρ); std.ε – standard error 

4.1.2. Occupancy Rate 
 

 

Figure 14 – Evolution of occupancy rate for CHMT and HS from 2005 to 2014. 

Figure 14 shows the evolution between 2005 and 2014 of the occupancy rate for HS and CHMT. During 

the time period considered, CHMT has a lower occupancy rate than HS. When analysing the occupancy 

rate values, it is necessary to consider two points: first, the rate has to be high enough to assume that 
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the resources are not being underutilized, and secondly, at the same time, it has to be low enough in 

order to avoid cases of overcrowding. Usually, for public hospitals, the bottom limit is defined around 

75% and the upper limit at 85% (Morton, 2011). Taking this into consideration, HS has been in a situation 

of danger of overcrowding since 2008 and it has been worsening since 2011. Even if we consider not 

the optimal upper limit but an acceptable upper limit at 90%, HS has crossed that limit already in 2012. 

The CHMT, on the other hand, remained below 85% until 2011. From 2012 to 2014, the occupancy rate 

for this entity increase to almost 90%. This increase occurred in the same year for both entities, which 

could indicate that an external cause was responsible for the sudden increase, but the entities have yet 

to be able to adapt to the new situation. Another explanation in the case of CHMT is that the 

reorganization of the available services that occurred in 2012 had a noticeable impact on this indicator. 

Table 23 confirms the previous observation, where HS has a higher mean rank with a high significance. 

Table 23 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test. (Occupancy rate) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 12,75 0,089 

 
Treatment-1 8,25 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 

 

 

Figure 15 – Evolution of the occupancy rate for CHBM, pre and post-merger, between 2006 and 2014. 

Figure 15 shows the evolution of CHBM, before and after the merger in 2009. Overall, this entity has 

been improving in this particular indicator. In fact, before the merger occurred both the hospitals 

individually had occupancy rates lower than 75%, while after the merger, CHBM was able to reach the 

bottom limit in three years’ time, and crossed the 80% rate two years after that.  
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In the Mann-Whitney U test (table 24), CHBM has a lower mean rank and, in the DiD test, it has a higher 

increase from before to after the merger. In this case, considering the previous descriptive analysing, 

these are the best results.  

Table 24 - Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for HS vs CHBM. (Occupancy rate) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 8,00 0,008 7,425 2,26 0,845 

Treatment-2 3,00 9,68  

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) β t Sig. 

(constant) 83,275    

time 7,425  2,990 0,010 

merger -14,558  -5,150 0,000 

timexmerger 2,258  0,615 0,549 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  

 

 

Figure 16 – Evolution of the occupancy rate for CHO and CHON, pre and post-merger, between 2006 and 2014. 

 

Figure 16 demonstrates the evolution of the occupancy rate for CHO during its two mergers. Firstly, in 

the case of the pre-CHON entity, we have fairly low values (69% to 64%) for the indicator between 2006 

and 2008. After the merger, by analysing the results of CHON, we can observe a clear improvement in 

this indicator, which went from 60% to almost 90%. If we conglomerate CHON with CHTV (pre-CHO), 

before the merger, CHO had good results in this indicator. After the merger, in 2013, this indicator 
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increase sharply to close to 100%, which is far from desirable. However, in 2014, they succeeded in 

decreasing to close to the optimal value. Since there is no more data available we cannot know if this 

improvement will be maintained.  In table 25, the result of the Mann-Whitney U test reports the same 

rank for both entities with a p-value of 1. In the DiD test, there was an increase in the indicator from 

before the merger to after the merger, with CHO having the highest increase. The same situation 

occurred in the case of CHON. In the case of CHON, the merger was successful in improving the 

indicator, since the increase did not place the occupancy rate at a level higher than the upper limit.  

Table 25 – Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD test for CHO and CHON. (Occupancy rate) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 2,50 1,000 6,05 3,613 0,710 

Treatment-3 2,50 9,663  

Control 3,50 0,333 4,025 17,09 0,932 

Treatment-3 

(CHON) 

2,50 21,12   

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 87,300   83,275    

time 6,050  1,578 0,190 4,025  1,601 0,153 

merger -4,463  -1,164 0,309 -16,708 -7,536 0,000 

timexmerger 3,613  0,666 0,542 17,083  4,677 0,002 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  
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4.1.3. Percentage of Outpatient Surgery in the total of programmed surgeries 

 

Figure 17 – Evolution of the percentage of outpatient surgery for CHMT between 2006 and 2014. 

Figure 17 shows the evolution of the percentage of outpatient surgery in the total of programmed 

surgeries. HS had an increase from 2008 to 2010, after which the entity registered a decrease that 

lasted for two years. In 2012, this indicator began increasing again until 2014. In the case of CHMT, its 

results were always lower than the control, with the exception of the last two years, where both entities 

have similar results. In terms of evolution, CHMT has shown a continuous increase, starting in 2006, 

until 2014. Although HS has the highest results, we can conclude that CHMT was the one with the best 

improvement in the time period. In the Mann-Whitney U test (table 29), HS has the highest rank and it’s 

a significant result for a 10% significance. 

Table 26 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test. (Outpatient surgery) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 13,00  

0,063 
Treatment-1 8,00 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 
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Figure 18 – Evolution of the percentage of outpatient surgery for CHBM, pre and post-merger, between 2006 and 
2014. 

Figure 18 shows the evolution of CHBM in this indicator. Like in the previous case, we can observe a 

continuous increase, even before the merger. The entity pre-CHBM only represents the values for the 

NSRH, since HM reported no outpatient surgeries in the observed period. In this case, CHBM has the 

best improvement for the indicator, which is confirmed by the DiD test (table 27). We can conclude that 

the merger contributed to the high increase in this indicator. 

Since there was a large enough difference between the values before, after and better entities, in the 

DiD regression the timexmerger coefficient is significant at 10%. 

Table 27  – Results of the MWU test and DiD for HS vs CHBM.(Outpatient surgery) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 8,00 0,008 13,865 8,308 0,952 

Treatment-2 3,00 22,173  

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) β t Sig. 

(constant) 42,775    

time 13,865  4,449 0,001 

merger -18,008  -5,076 0,000 

timexmerger 8,308  1,804 0,095 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  
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Figure 19 – Evolution of percentage of outpatient surgery for CHO and CHON, pre and post-merger, between 
2005 and 2014. 

Figure 19 shows how the percentage of outpatient surgery evolved for CHO. From 2006 to 2008, pre-

CHON entity reports a considerable increase in the indicator, from 26% to 47%, values that are 

maintained after the merger. Before the CHO merger, the percentage went through a slight increase, 

but after the merger, this increase was far more noticeable. In fact, if by analysing table 28, the evolution 

from before to after the merger was negative for the control group, while positive for the treatment group. 

This further concludes that, in this case, the merger succeeded in improving the indicator, even avoiding 

an unwanted decrease.  

As for CHON, the merger also led to a higher increase than it would be expected without the merger. 

Table 28 – Results of the Mann Whitney U test and DiD test for CHO and CHON. (Outpatient surgery) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 3,00 0,667 -2,65 9,21 0,746 

Treatment-3 2,00 6,56  

Control 3,50 0,333 15,925 2,075 0,759 

Treatment-3 

(CHON) 

1,50 18   

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  
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(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 58,700    42,775    

time -2,650  -0,635 0,560 15,925 2,954 0,021 

merger -13,410  -3,213 0,033 -8,775 -1,846 0,107 

timexmerger 9,210  1,560 0,194 2,075 0,265 0,799 

*β– unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  

4.1.4. Percentage of return to hospital after release in 30 days and percentage of 

hospital stay over 30 days 

 

For these two indicators there was considerable data that was not publicly available. The only data 

available was of 2013 and 2014. This was mainly due to the fact that these indicators have only recently 

begun being requested. This information was asked for directly to the entities, but only HS reported it 

back. In this case, we will just analyse the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test. The results reported by HS 

are in the Appendix Figure_A 1. 

4.1.5. Kruskal-Wallis test results 

 

Table 29 shows the mean ranks for each of the four entities, for all the indicators mentioned in this 

group. The comparison was done with only the data of the last two years, in order to compare all the 

entities. For the average length of stay, CHMT (treatment-2) has the lowest mean rank, followed by 

CHO, HS and finally CHBM. In this case the value of sig. is 0.08 which is within the 10% significance. 

In the occupancy rate, HS has the highest mean rank, followed by CHO, CHMT and finally CHBM, with 

0,198 sig.. As was already explained, HS, although with the highest mean rank, is not necessarily the 

entity with the best performance. In terms of percentage of outpatient surgery, HS has the highest mean 

rank, followed by CHMT, CHO and CHBM, but the test reports a 0,413 sig.  

For these three indicators, we have that CHBM presents the worst results of the four groups, considering 

just the mean ranks.     

In the last two indicators, the percentage of return in 30 days reports that the lowest rank is from CHO, 

closely followed by CHBM, HS and CHMT. Looking directly at the available data, we have CHO with 

7.5% in 2013 and 8.1% in 2014; CHBM with 7.6% in 2013 and 8.1% in 2014; HS with 11.5% in 2013 

and 11.6% in 2014; CHMT with 12.1% in both years. From a purely descriptive perspective, this 

sequence of best to worst is confirmed. 

For the percentage of hospital stay over 30 days, we have CHMT with the lowest mean rank (2.3% in 

both years), followed by CHO (2.3% in 2013 and 2.6% in 2014), HS (2.4% in 2013 and 2.7% in 2014), 

and CHBM (4% in 2013 and 4.3% in 2014).  
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Table 29 – Kruskal-Wallis results for the Health Care performance group. 

Indicators Average Length of stay (%)Occupancy rate  (%) Outpatient surgery 

Group Mean rank Sig.  Sig.  Sig. 

Control 5,50 0,08 6,50 0,198 6,50 0,413 

Treatment-1 1,50 4,50 5,00 

Treatment-2 7,50 1,50 2,50 

Treatment-3 3,50 5,50 4,00 

 

(cont.) (%) Returns 30 days (%) Hospital stay > 30 

days 

Group Mean rank Sig.  Sig. 

Control 5,50 0,103 

 

5,00 0,123 

Treatment-1 7,50 2,00 

Treatment-2 2,75 7,50 

Treatment-3 2,25 3,50 
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4.2. Economic and Financial Performance 
 

4.2.1. Percentage of expenses with staff in the total of operating income 

 

Figure 20 – Evolution of percentage of expenses with staff in the total of operating income for CHMT, between 
2006 and 2014 

Figure 20 shows the percentage of expenses with staff in relation to the total operating income. Since 

2007, CHMT has spent a higher portion in staff than HS, however, this expense has been decreasing 

since 2010. In 2014, the percentage is almost the equal to the percentage of the control group. This 

decrease could be due to the decrease in both doctors and nurses that occurred between 2010 and 

2013. This was most likely due to the reorganization of their services that led to excess in personnel. 

Table 30, with the Mann–Whitney U test, confirms that HS has the lowest overall percentages for this 

indicator. In terms of improvement for this indicator, it could be stated that CHMT was the entity that 

improved the most, considering that their expenses have been decreasing continuously since 2011. 

Table 30 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test. (% Exp.Staff) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 8,00 0,063 

Treatment-1 13,00 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 
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Figure 21 - Evolution of percentage of expenses with staff in the total of operating income for CHBM, pre and 
post-merger, between 2006 and 2014. 

Figure 21 shows how the percentage of expenses with staff in the total operating income has evolved 

in the time period for CHBM. CHBM had a high percentage in 2011, but since then, they were able to 

decrease it considerably, from over 85% to around 65%. In the same period (2011-2014), HS went from 

65% to 60%. In terms of this indicator, CHBM was able to decrease the expenses considerably. Table 

31 shows the results of the DiD test, where it can be concluded that the merger has not contributed to 

the improvement of the indicator. Arguably, we could state that the year 2011 is an outlier seeing as it 

peaks suddenly and then decreases considerably in the next year, but the result of the DiD would still 

return the same result, albeit with a smaller difference value.  

Table 31 - Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for HS vs CHBM. (% Exp.Staff) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 3,80 0,095 -3,201 7,368 0,274 

Treatment-2 7,20 4,167  

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) β t Sig. 

(constant) 64,203    

time -3,204 -0,735 0,475 

merger 1,908  0,415 0,684 

timexmerger 7,374 1,196 0,252 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator(ρ);  
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Figure 22 - Evolution of percentage of expenses with staff in the total of operating income for CHO and CHON, 
pre and post-merger, between 2006 and 2014 

In figure 22, we can observe that CHO, after the merger, has maintained a similar percentage of 

expenses with staff for the two years it has been in operation. However, before the merger, there was a 

considerable variance in this percentage from one year to the other. The DiD test (table 32) has identified 

the merger as not successful in the case of CHO but in the case of CHON, it was successful in improving 

the level of expenses. As was expected, the Mann-Whitney U test, for CHO, returned the same mean 

rank for both entities, and in the case of CHON, this entity had the lowest mean rank. 

Table 32 – Results of Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for CHO and CHON. (% Exp.Staff) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 2,50 1,000 -8,323 10,476 0,707 

Treatment-3 2,50 2,153  

Control 3,00 0,667 1,785 -9,740 0,643 

Treatment-3 (CHON) 2,00 -7,955   

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: difference of Δ 

pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 65,985   64,985   

time -8,325 -2,175 0,095 1,785 0,476 0,647 

merger -11,040 -2,884 0,045 -4,544 -1,482 0,177 

timexmerger 10,480 1,936 0,125 -9,740 -1,834 0,104 
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4.2.2. Percentage of expenses with ESP in the total of operating income 

 

Figure 23 – Evolution of the percentage of expenses with external service providers in the total operating income 
for CHMT, between 2005 and 2014 

Figure 23 represents the percentage of expenses with ESP in the total of operating income for CHMT. 

In this case, CHMT went through an increase in the first years of the period, but since 2012 the 

percentage has been decreasing from 30% to 23%. The control on the other hand, went from 15% to 

20% in expenses with ESP. In terms of the MWU test, control scored a lower mean rank, which means 

that, overall, it has lower percentage of expenses in this category than CHMT, with a value of sig. of 

0.00. 

Table 33 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test. (% Exp.ESP) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 5,60 0,000 

Treatment-1 15,40 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 
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Figure 24 - Evolution of percentage of expenses with external service providers in the total operating income for 
CHBM, pre and post-merger, between 2005 and 2014 

Figure 24 shows how the indicator in question evolved for CHBM. This entity was able to decrease the 

percentage from around 26% to 17% between 2011 and 2014. In the same period, the control did not 

report an improvement in this indicator, with the exception of the year 2014. For the DiD test (Table 34), 

both entities went through an increase in the indicator from before to after the merger, but the increase 

was lower for the CHBM. Overall, the merger helped in improving the percentage of expenses with ESP 

in the total operating income. 

Table 34 - Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for HS vs CHBM. (% Exp.ESP) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 6,00 0,602 4,836 -3,486 0,428 

Treatment-2 5,00 1,349  

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) β t Sig. 

(constant) 15,558    

time 4,837  2,992 0,010 

merger 2,968  1,739 0,104 

timexmerger -3,487  -1,525 0,149 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator(ρ);  
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Figure 25 - Evolution of the percentage of expenses with external service providers in the total operating income 
for CHO and CHON, pre and post-merger, between 2005 and 2014 

In figure 25, a clear improvement in this indicator from the period of before the merger of CHO to the 

period of after the merger can be observed. The results of the DiD test (table 35) report the same 

conclusion for CHO. In this case, the merger was successful in improving this indicator. However, for 

the case of CHON the opposite result was obtained, where both entities increased their indicator with 

CHON increasing higher. 

Table 35 – Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for CHO and CHON. (% Exp.ESP) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 1,50 0,333 0,026 -8,075 0,859 

Treatment-3 3,50 -8,049  

Control 1,50 0,667 4,913 4,926 0,826 

Treatment-3 (CHON) 3,50 9,838   

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control). 

(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 20,475   15,559    

time 0,020  0,005 0,996 4,913 1,256 0,245 

merger 17,495  4,163 0,014 12,641 3,959 0,004 

timexmerger -8,070  -1,364 0,244 4,937  0,893 0,398 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  
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 4.2.3. Percentage of expenses with CGSMC in the total of operating income 

 

Figure 26 – Evolution of the percentage of expenses with CGSMC for CHMT, between 2005 and 2014. 

Figure 26 shows that CHMT as a lower percentage in this type of expenses in all the period. However, 

the entity increased the percentage of expenses with CGSMC from 20% in 2006 to around 28% in 2011. 

From this year to 2014, CHMT was able to decrease the indicator back to 20%. HS also had a decrease 

in the indicator since 2011 until 2014 although less pronounced. Table 36 shows that CHMT has a lower 

mean rank with a 0.000 sig.  

Table 36 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test. (%Exp.CGSMC) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 15,50 0,000 

Treatment-1 5,50 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 
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Figure 27 - Evolution of the percentage of expenses with CGSMC for CHBM, pre and post-merger, between 2005 
and 2014. 

In figure 27, the trend of the indicator can be observed as being very similar for both groups, both in the 

period before and after the merger. More importantly, in the case of CHBM, in the period after the 

merger, it is clear that the decrease was bigger than the one observed in the control. If we analyse the 

DiD test (Table 37), in both groups there was an increase in the indicator. However the increase was 

higher for CHBM. From these results we could be led to conclude that the merger did not succeed in 

improving the indicator. Of the descriptive analysis we can add that, from the period before the merger 

to immediately after, the indicator for CHBM worsen considerably, but after a few years, the entity was 

able to improve it greatly.  However there is no conclusion on whether this improvement was due mainly 

to the merger or not. 

Table 37 – Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for HS vs CHBM.(%Exp.CGSMC) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 6,60 0,310 0,715 2,197 0,388 

Treatment-2 4,40 2,912  

*p-value. = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) β t Sig. 

(constant) 31,068    

time 0,715 0,318 0,755 

merger -5,422  -2,292 0,038 

timexmerger 2,197  0,692 0,500 

*B - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  
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Figure 28 - Evolution of the percentage of expenses with CGSMC for CHO and CHON, pre and post-merger, 
between 2005 and 2014. 

For the case of the CHO merger (figure 28), from the period of before the merger to after the merger, 

the indicator was improved. However, we cannot conclude that the improvement was due primarily to 

the merger since, if we analyse the DiD test (Table 38), we can verify that, although there was a 

decrease in the indicator, the decrease was larger in the control group. This means that, if the merger 

had not occurred, there is a high possibility that the indicator would still decrease, and even in greater 

value. As for CHON, the value increased, but at a lesser proportion than the control. 

Table 38 – Results of the MWU test and DiD for CHO and CHON. (%Exp.CGSMC) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 3,50 0,333 -6,733 4,056 0,960 

Treatment-3 1,50 -2,68  

Control 3,50 0,333 4,322 -2,035 0,889 

Treatment-3 

(CHON) 

1,50 2,29   

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  
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(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 35,390   31,066    

time -6,735  -3,109 0,036 4,322  1,619 0,144 

merger -16,105  -7,434 0,002 -13,185 -6,050 0,000 

timexmerger 4,055  1,324 0,256 -2,035  -0,539 0,604 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  

 4.2.4. Ratio of Operating Cost and Operating Income 

 

Figure 29 – Evolution of the ratio of operating cost with operating income for CHMT, between 2005 and 2014. 

Figure 29 shows how the ratio of operating cost with operating income evolved in the time period 

considered. In this case, CHMT presents a higher ratio for most of the period. However, in the last three 

years they registered a decrease, while the control, in the same period, registered an increase. This 

shows that CHMT has been able to improve their relation of costs and income. As was the case in other 

indicators, this improvement coincides with the reorganization of the services available, which reinforces 

the conclusion that this measure was effective overall. In table 39, the results of the Mann-Whitney U 

test report CHMT as having a higher mean rank.  

Table 39 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test. (Ratio) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 7,85 0,043 

Treatment-1 13,15 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 
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Figure 30 - Evolution of the ratio of operating cost with operating income for CHBM, pre and post-merger, 
between 2005 and 2014. 

In the case of CHBM, as is represented in figure 30, the entity reports, again, a high value for the year 

2011 with a successful improvement in the following years. In the DiD test (Table 40), there was an 

increase in the indicator between the two periods for both groups, but the increase was higher for CHBM. 

Table 40 – Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for HS vs CHBM. (Ratio) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 4,40 0,310 0,0344 0,047 0,206 

Treatment-2 6,60 0,0815  

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) β t Sig. 

(constant) 1,108   

time 0,035 0,509 0,619 

merger 0,035 0,493 0,630 

timexmerger 0,047 0,489 0,632 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  
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Figure 31 - Evolution of the ratio of operating cost with operating income for CHO and CHON, pre and post-
merger, between 2005 and 2014. 

Figure 31, in the case of CHO, demonstrates a similar trend than the previous indicators, where there 

is a clear improvement in the indicator from the before period to the after period. The DiD test (Table 

41) confirms this improvement and even that the treatment group improved more, although only slightly.   

Table 41- Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for CHO and CHON. (Ratio) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 3,50 0,333 -0,0938 -0,002 0,392 

Treatment-3 1,50 -0,0954  

Control 2,50 1,000 0,0975 -0,029 0,204 

Treatment-3 

(CHON) 

2,50 0,0687   

*p-value. = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  

(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 1,205   1,109   

time -0,095 -0,991 0,378 0,098 0,944 0,373 

merger -0,060 -0,626 0,565 -0,049 -0,577 0,580 

timexmerger 0,005 0,037 0,972 -0,029 -0,197 0,849 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  
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Table 42 - Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for the Economic and Financial performance group. 

Indicator (%) Exp.Staff (%) Exp.ESP (%) Exp. CGSMC Op.cost/Op.income 

Group Mean rk Sig.* Mean rk Sig. Mean rk Sig. Mean rk Sig. 

Control 2,50 0,149 

 

3,50 0,083 7,50 0,083 5,50 0,244 

Treatment-1 6,50 5,50 3,50 6,00 

Treatment-2 6,50 1,50 5,50 5,00 

Treatment-3 2,50 7,50 1,50 1,50 

*Asymp.sig. 

Table 42 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for the four entities. There are two indicators that 

return a significance in the 10%, percentage of expenses with ESP and percentage of expenses with 

CGSMC. For the first indicator, CHBM has the lowest mean rank, followed by HS, CHMT and CHO. In 

the second, CHO has the lowest mean rank, followed by CHMT, CHBM and HS. 

4.3. Access Performance   

 

4.3.1. Percentage of 1st Appointment in the total of appointments 

 

Figure 32 – Evolution of percentage of 1st appointments in the total of appointments for CHMT, between 2005 
and 2014. 

In figure 32, we have the evolution of the percentage of 1st appointments in the total of appointments for 

CHMT and the control. CHMT has a higher percentage value in all the period considered, which 

translates to this entity having a better performance than the control. The following table (Table 43) 

presents CHMT has having the highest mean rank of the two, with o value of 0 for sig.  
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Table 43 - Mean rank and exact sig. for HS vs CHMT of the Mann-Whitney U test.(%1st appoint.) 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 5,50 0,000 

Treatment-1 15,50 

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)] 

 

 

Figure 33 - Evolution of percentage of 1st appointments in the total of appointments for CHBM, pre and post-
merger, between 2005 and 2014. 

In the case of CHBM, as shown in figure 33, the percentage of 1st appointments has been increasing 

since 2012, although it has yet to improve to the level of the control. If we consider the period before the 

merger, the indicator went through a more pronounced increased that in the post-merger period. In fact, 

in the post-merger period the entity only began improving a few years after the merger occurred. If we 

analyse the results of the DiD test (Table 44), we can conclude that the merger contributed to the 

improvement of the indicator, since the increase verified in both groups was bigger for the treatment 

group. 

Table 44 – Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for CHBM. (%1st appoint.) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 8,00 0,008 0,085 2,283 0,585 

Treatment-2 3,00 2,368  

*p-value = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: 

difference of Δ pre-post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  
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(cont.) β t Sig. 

(constant) 26,505   

time 0,085 0,092 0,892 

merger -4,993 -3,144 0,000 

timexmerger 2,283 0,270 0,026 

*β - unstandardized coefficient – DiD estimator (ρ);  

 

Figure 34 - Evolution of the percentage of 1st appointments in the total of appointments for CHO and CHON, pre 
and post-merger, between 2005 and 2014. 

In the case of CHO (figure 34), it has a higher percentage of 1st appointments when compared to the 

control. This situation repeats itself for the pre-merger cases, both CHO and CHON. If we analyse the 

pre-CHO and the CHO, we observe an improvement after the merger. In fact, through the DiD test 

(Table 45), we can confirm this statement. In this case, not only did the merger led to an increase in the 

indicator, it also prevented the expected decrease that was observed for the control group. In the case 

of CHON, the indicator increased for both but to a lesser extent in CHON. 

Table 45 - Results of the Mann-Whitney U test and DiD for CHO and CHON. (%1st appoint.) 

Group 

M
W

U
 t

e
s
t 

Mean rank Sig.* 

D
iD

 t
e
s
t 

Δ pre-post Δ R2 

Control 1,50 0,333 -1,325 2,398 0,966 

Treatment-3 3,50 1,073  

Control 1,50 0,333 0,82 -0,0817 0,913 

Treatment-3 

(CHON) 

3,50 0,738   

*Sig. = Exact sig. [2*(1-tailed sig.)]; Δ pre-post: difference of the mean of the values post and pre-merger; Δ: difference of Δ pre-

post (merger) and Δ pre-post (control).  
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(cont.) CHO CHON 

 β t Sig. β t Sig. 

(constant) 27,325    26,505    

time -1,325  -1,660 0,172 0,820  1,059 0,325 

merger 4,653  5,828 0,004 4,562  6,680 0,000 

timexmerger 2,397 2,124 0,101 -0,082  -0,073 0,944 

 

The following table (Table 46) presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for the indicator. In this 

case, CHMT is the entity with the highest mean rank, followed by CHO, HS and finally, CHBM. 

Table 46 – Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for the Access performance group. 

Indicator (%) 1st appointments 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 3,50 0,198 

 
Treatment-1 7,50 

Treatment-2 1,50 

Treatment-3 5,50 

*Asymp.sig. 

 

 

 

 

4.4. Quality Performance 
 

The first three indicators in this section were not publicly available. By contacting the entities directly, 

we were able to collect some information. HS was unable to provide any information on these three 

indicators due to a software change. CHBM reported all three, and CHO reported only the nosocomial 

infection rate.  
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 4.4.1. Pressure Ulcer prevalence rate 

 

Figure 35 - Evolution of pressure ulcer rate between 2011 and 2014 for CHBM 

Figure 35 shows the evolution of pressure ulcer rate between 2011 and 2014 for CHBM. This rate has 

been steadily decreasing during the time period, which is a positive improvement. It represents a clear 

improvement in quality of care, since any patient that remains hospitalized is in danger of developing 

this type of ulcer and it is the responsibility of the hospital staff to prevent them. This indicator is usually 

also referred to as a safety indicator.  

Since there was no readily available information, we resorted to analyse the classification awarded to 

each entity by the HRA with their SINAS system (National Health Evaluation System). This system 

awards a classification in terms of levels of quality, with level 3 being the superior quality and level 1 the 

base quality. In the case of pressure ulcers, we have the following results: 

 HS was awarded a level 3 quality; 

 CHMT was awarded a level 3 quality in all three hospitals that constitute it; 

 CHBM was awarded a level 3 quality in the two hospitals that constitute it; 

 CHO was not evaluated. 

 4.4.2. Nosocomial infection rate (associated with central catheter placement) 

 

For this indicator, both CHBM and CHO reported their values (Table 47).  

Table 47 – Nosocomial bloodstream Infection rate for CHBM and CHO 

NBIrate/1000 days CVC CHBM CHO (Caldas da Rainha) 

2011  6,5% 
2012 3,40% 4,08% 
2013 1,10% 15,57% 
2014 1,50% 23,54% 

*NBI – nosocomial bloodstream infection (associated to with the central catheter placement); CVC – 

venous central catheter. 
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In this case CHBM has the lowest rate of this type of infections. Since CHO reported more complete 

data, we can add that, in 2014, even though the rate appears high, it corresponds to only 4 cases, 12.5 

% of all NBIs. 

Analysing the SINAS classification: 

 HS was awarded a level 3 quality; 

 CHMT was awarded a level 3 quality in all three hospitals that constitute it; 

 CHBM was awarded a level 3 quality in the two hospitals that constitute it; 

 CHO was not evaluated. 

 4.4.3. Post-surgery hip bone fracture rate 

 

In terms of the post-surgery hip bone fracture, CHBM was the only that reported the results. They 

reported that, in the time period considered (2010-2014) they did not registered any cases of post-

surgery hip bone fracture. 

Analysing again the SINAS classification: 

 HS was awarded a level 2 quality; 

 CHMT was awarded a level 2 quality in all three hospitals that constitute it; 

 CHBM was awarded a level 2 quality in the two hospitals that constitute it; 

 CHO was not evaluated. 

The classification for CHBM is not expected since there were no cases reported.  

 4.4.4. Percentage of Births by caesarean section  

 

For this indicator, due to lack of data, it was not possible to perform a DiD test. In the case of CHBM, 

the only data available was of the last two years. Figure 36 shows the evolution of the percentage of 

births by caesarean section in the time period. Considering that the recommendation from the WHO is 

to have this percentage at a 10-15% rate, the results in any of the entities considered are above the 

recommended value. In the case of CHMT, the indicator has been increasing since the merger occurred 

and only in the last two years there has been an improvement, where it went from around 32% to 28%. 

Of the four, CHBM is the entity with the highest rate, at 34% (2014). CHO, in the last two years, has not 

reported any substantial improvement.  Table 48 shows the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, where the 

entity with the lowest mean rank is CHO, closely followed by HS and CHMT. CHBM has the highest 

mean rank, as was expected. 
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Figure 36 – percentage of births by c-section for the four entities, between 2005 and 2014. 

 

Table 48 – Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for the Quality performance group. 

Indicator (%) Births by c-section 

Group Mean rank Sig.* 

Control 3,50 0,103 

 
Treatment-1 4,50 

Treatment-2 7,50 

Treatment-3 2,50 

*Asymp.sig. 
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Tables 49 and 50 present a summary of the findings.  

Table 49 - Main conclusions of the DiD estimation 

Indicator Main conclusions 

H
e
a
lt

h
 C

a
re

 P
e

rf
o

rm
a
n

c
e

 

Average Length of stay Merger contributed to an improvement in 

efficiency for this indicator in all three hospital 

centers considered, with stronger impact on 

CHON. 

Occupancy rate Merger resulted in an increase of the indicator for 

the three cases. This is considered an 

improvement for CHBM and CHON, but not CHO 

(upper limit was crossed). 

Percentage of outpatient surgery Merger contributed to an improvement in 

efficiency measured by this indicator in all three 

hospital centers considered, with stronger impact 

on CHO. 

E
c
o

n
o

m
ic

 a
n

d
 F

in
a
n

c
ia

l 

P
e
rf

o
rm

a
n

c
e

 

Percentage of expenses with Staff in total 

operating income. 

CHON was the only hospital center where an 

improvement was registered. 

Percentage of expenses with ESP in total 

operating income. 

Merger contributed to an improvement in two 

hospital centers. CHON reported no 

improvement. 

Percentage of expenses with CGSMC in 

total operating income. 

Merger only contributed to the improvement of 

the indicator for CHO. 

Ratio of operating costs in total operating 

Income 

Merger only contributed to the improvement of 

the indicator for CHON. 

A
c
c
e

s
s
 

P
e
rf

o
rm

a
n

c
e

 

Percentage of 1st appointments in total 

appointments 

Merger contributed to an improvement in two 

hospital centers. CHON reported no 

improvement. 

 

Table 50 - Statistically significant results of the DiD regression 

Indicator Group 

Occupancy rate CHON 

Percentage of outpatient surgery CHBM 

Percentage of expenses with Staff in total operating income. CHON 

Percentage of 1st appointments in total appointments CHBM and CHO 
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5. Conclusion  
 

The results in the previous chapter, as shown in tables 49 and 50, are in general mixed. In some cases 

there is some improvement of the indicators directly related to the merger, while in other cases there is 

no improvement. Since this dissertation only analyses the results on a select number of entities, the 

conclusions reached cannot be transposed to any hospital merger in Portugal. We can, however, draw 

some conclusions for the Lisbon and Tagus Valley region, since the entities studied are similar in terms 

of production, capacity and affected area.  

In health care performance, considering table 49, there were positive results in the three main indicators. 

For the average length of stay, the merger was successful in preventing a higher increase for CHBM 

and CHO, and for CHON the “treatment” resulted in a decrease of the indicator as opposed to the 

increase observed in the control group. For the occupancy rate, there was an increase in the indicator 

from before to after the merger in all three (CHBM, CHO and CHON). In this indicator, however, since 

there is an upper limit that should not be exceeded, this increase was not as productive in the case of 

CHO. For the percentage of outpatient surgery, both CHBM and CHON registered an increase higher 

than the control group, while CHO also registered an increase, with HS reporting a decrease. For the 

last two indicators, the Kruskal-Wallis test reported that the control was in the third position, with two 

hospital centers presenting better results. However, since this test was performed with a very small 

sample and only with post-merger data, we cannot conclude whether the merger was the reason for 

this. It is important to mention that, overall, even with improvements, CHBM seems to be the entity with 

the worst results for most of the indicators. This can be explained by the fact that they have a 

considerable number of long-term patients that need to remain in the hospital even after recovery. These 

are mostly older patients with no family or caretakers. This fact worsens the indicators. Taking into 

consideration the results in table 50, only two of the results were statistically significant, CHBM for the 

percentage of outpatient surgery and CHON for the occupancy rate. The small number of significant 

results in terms of the regression can be mostly attributed to the small sample of data used. 

In the economic and financial performance field, results were very mixed. For the first indicator, 

percentage of expenses with staff in total operating income, there was no improvement in CHBM or 

CHO, but CHON reported a decrease in the percentage, while the one for the control increased. In 

percentage of expenses with ESP, CHBM reported an increase from before to after the merger, but at 

a lower rate than the control, while CHO recorded a decrease in the indicator at the same time the 

control went through an increase. In the case of CHON it was unsuccessful. As for the percentage of 

expenses with CGSMC, there was an increase higher than the control (CHBM), a decrease at a lower 

rate than the control (CHO), and only a small increase higher than the control (CHON). Finally, the ratio 

of operating costs over operating income again presented mixed results, with the CHBM reporting a 

higher increase, CHO decreasing but with a decrease very close to the one observed in the control and 

CHON increasing at a lower rate than the control. In terms of the results of table 50, the only that reported 

statistical significance was CHON for the indicator of the percentage of expenses with staff.  So, for this 

group of indicators the results were very diverse, which makes it difficult to draw any conclusions on the 
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success or failure of the merger. However, if we analyse the case of CHMT, we have that, for the majority 

of the indicators both in this group and the former, the entity reported less than desirable results over a 

period of time, until 2012, whereas, from then on, most of the indicators reported improvements, and in 

some cases considerable ones. As was previously mentioned, 2012 was the year the hospital center 

underwent a reorganization in order to centralize the services and end duplicated or triplicated ones. 

With the observations made, we can conclude that this measure was very successful in improving many 

different indicators. Since these duplicated services were most likely a result of the merger in 2005, this 

fact questions why this measure was not taken in that same year or the one following. It seems that if 

the measure had been readily applied the hospital center could have improved far more than it did.  This 

situation reinforces a statement already discussed and supported by many different authors, that the 

success or failure of a merger is mostly related to how well it is planned and organized.   

In the access performance, the only indicator observed reported improvements in the case of CHBM 

and CHO, with a higher increase in the first, and an increase while the control decreased for the second 

one. CHON reported an increase also, but it was lower than the one registered for the control. In this 

group the statistically significant results were from CHO and CHBM, which indicates a clear 

improvement in this group.  

In quality performance, due to lack of data we cannot draw any substantial conclusion other than, 

considering the SINAS classification all the entities in this dissertation have high quality and safety 

levels. In the case of the percentage of births by caesarean section, we can observe that CHO, for the 

last two years, reported better results than the others and CHBM faced the worst results. 

In conclusion, the analysis in this dissertation presents a number of mixed results, especially in what 

concerns economic and financial performance. Overall, we can conclude that, in terms of health care 

performance and access performance, recent hospital mergers in the Lisbon and Tagus Valley area 

have resulted in improvements in various indicators. No definite conclusion can be extracted from the 

financial performance and quality performance indicators, in the first case due to contradicting results 

and in the second one due to lack of data.  

Since this dissertation was based on a small size sample, conclusions cannot be generalized to other 

hospital mergers. In fact, when comparing the results obtained with other studies, some conclusions 

differ. For example, in a similar study that considered a greater number of mergers throughout the 

country, there was evidence of decreasing efficiency in the average length of stay. It can be concluded 

that, in a general perspective for Portugal, mergers have yet to produce significant gains. At a regional 

level, efficiency gains could already be detected in the current dissertation. 

In any case, hospital mergers are a valuable measure in improving the Portuguese NHS. Each merger 

should be considered carefully, and several consolidation policies should be taken into account, from 

back office consolidation to business plans that consider the complementarity of the various institutions 

and aim to reduce redundancies, both administrative and of medical services. 
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Appendix  
Figure_A 1 – Data collected from HS, between 2005 and 2014. 

 

 

 

Santarém District Hospital

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Quality Performance

Pressure Ulcers prevalence rate n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a

Nosocomial Infection rate

 (infection associated with central catheter 

placement) n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a

Post-surgery hip-bone fracture rate n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a

%Births by caeserean section 25 29,4 25,3 23,7 25,9 25,5 29,9 29,1 30,9 27,3

Health Care Performance

Average length of stay 7,3 7,3 7,2 7,2 7,4 7,5 7,5 7,9 7,7 8,2

Occupancy rate 79,8 82 82,9 88,4 88,6 88,9 85,7 92,2 92 94,7

% Outpatient surgery 43,3 41,6 45,2 41 53,2 60,1 57,3 53,7 54,2 57,9

% Return to hospital after release in 30 days 6,14 7,31 6,5 8,4 8,35 9,05 8,21 8,97 11,5 11,6

%Hospital stay over 30 days 2,2 2,1 2,1 2 2,3 2,3 2,4 2,6 2,4 2,7

Access Performance

% 1st appointments in total appointments 26,61 25,68 26,26 27,47 28,79 27,83 26,82 26,3 25,8 26,2

Economic and Financial Performance

Operating income 63476035 57313388 65119150 67866916 69562906 67355482 62073495 70907750 68740887 64453265

Operating costs 66267849 70459436 69806099 74022313 77829713 80781221 75338916 76491318 75749858 72413000

Expenses with staff 39009947 39963751 40805777 42727742 43973265 44717529 40710083 40913830 38525000 38210000

Expenses with ESP 9168880 10295421 9503546 10339750 12221168 13125335 13319295 14206359 13674000 13602000

CGSMC 18064603 20123344 19454510 20916916 21569649 22900936 22828996 21852283 19851216 18325867
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Figure_A 2 – Data collected from CHMT, between 2005 and 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

Centro Hospitalar Médio Tejo

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Quality Performance

Pressure Ulcers prevalence rate n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Nosocomial Infection rate

 (infection associated with central 

catheter placement) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Post-surgery hip-bone fracture rate n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

%Births by caeserean section 18,7 21,8 25,7 23,7 28 29 28,9 31,5 29,8 28,4

Health Care Performance

Average length of stay 6,34 6,68 6,56 7 7,65 7,95 7,91 7,77 6,95 7,1

Occupancy rate 77,3 80 80,8 82 83 81,5 82,3 87,9 89,2 89,4

% Outpatient surgery 20,9 22,1 27,6 38,2 42,9 47,2 49 51,3 52,2 55,9

% Return to hospital after release in 30 daysn.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 12,1 12,1

%Hospital stay over 30 days n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 2,3 2,3

Access Performance

% 1st appointments in total appointments 36 35,8 35,1 37,8 37,8 38,1 39,1 39,8 37,96 41,39

Economic and Financial Performance

Operating income 83491638 83491638 77999991 83004332 79949052 79936942 72055623 62816155 67359015 73082000

Operating costs 92754539 93873313 95119114 96009840 104768907 105044196 94894205 83022123 79767567 79040000

Expenses with staff 50820428 51014545 53110182 547252249 58101975 56492542 53342148 46064824 45726512 44349000

Expenses with ESP 17881069 1985704 19198357 20212599 22118374 23052679 16926133 18861167 17502493 17011000

CGSMC 16311359 16991084 17678212 18726047 20478762 20074597 19913667 15523202 14326130 13923000
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Figure_A 3 – Data collected for CHBM, between 2009 and 2014. 

Centro Hospitalar Barreiro Montijo

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Quality Performance

Pressure Ulcers prevalence rate n.a n.a 14,9 9,9 8,3 5,9

Nosocomial Infection rate

 (infection associated with central catheter placement) n.a n.a n.a 3,4 1,1 1,5

Post-surgery hip-bone fracture rate n.a 0 0 0 0 0

%Births by caeserean section n.a n.a n.a n.a 36,4 34,2

Health Care Performance

Average length of stay 7 8 7,9 8,2 8,4 8,4

Occupancy rate 70,9 73,5 74,8 78,5 83,3 81,9

% Outpatient surgery 35,3 39,8 42,5 48,6 51,9 51,9

% Return to hospital after release in 30 days n.a n.a n.a n.a 7,6 8,1

%Hospital stay over 30 days n.a n.a n.a n.a 4 4,3

Access Performance

% 1st appointments in total appointments 23,08 23,8 23,4 23,4 24 24,8

Economic and Financial Performance

Operating income 12437891 70384318 60189599 63579669 70821802 66900000

Operating costs 17255142 91242191 85567879 77394955 75352000 75003000

Expenses with staff 10391668 51567153 51567879 43143200 43467000 42290000

Expenses with ESP 2775162 15206184 15206184 12026433 11646000 11455000

CGSMC 3395739 20736539 21054642 18352268 17136891 16915000

EBITDA -4126375 -16819303 -21145070 -9975286 -1448000 -3771000
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Figure_A 4 – Data collected from CHO, between 2012 and 2014. 

 

Figure_A 5 – Data collected for CHON, between 2009 and 2012. 

 

Centro Hospitalar do Oeste
2012 2013 2014

Quality Performance

Pressure Ulcers prevalence rate 4,08 15,57 23,54
Nosocomial Infection rate

 (infection associated with central catheter placement) n.a n.a n.a

Post-surgery hip-bone fracture rate n.a n.a n.a
%Births by caeserean section 30,6 28,2 27,7

Health Care Performance

Average length of stay 7,2 7,3 7,4

Occupancy rate 80,2 97,2 87,8

% Outpatient surgery 37,5 46,6 57,1

% Return to hospital after release in 30 days n.a 7,5 8,1

%Hospital stay over 30 days n.a 2,3 2,6

Access Performance

% 1st appointments in total appointments 32,3 32,1 34

Economic and Financial Performance

Operating income 136600386 75227625 70522924

Operating costs 82281938 79555565 73983461

Expenses with staff 43346705 42788176 40422546

Expenses with ESP 26690387 23324064 20336999

CGSMC 13304775 12044614 12131183

EBITDA 53232268 -2944920 -374140

Centro Hospitalar do Oeste Norte

2009 2010 2011 2012

Quality Performance

Pressure Ulcers prevalence rate n.a n.a n.a n.a
Nosocomial Infection rate

 (infection associated with central catheter 

placement) n.a n.a n.a n.a

Post-surgery hip-bone fracture rate n.a n.a
%Births by caeserean section n.a 28,4 29,97

Health Care Performance

Average length of stay n.a 7,1 6,9 7,1

Occupancy rate n.a 89,1 86,25 87,35

% Outpatient surgery n.a 52,3 51,7 42,3

Access Performance

% 1st appointments in total appointments 32,9 32 31,61 31,88

Economic and Financial Performance

Operating income 55370190 63485125 45342300 83374511

Operating costs 59114520 61435000 58509082 49620594

Expenses with staff 28368048 29262401 25986783 23984605

Expenses with ESP 14877730 19921880 20254920 1587744

CGSMC 9792134 10522409 10774386 8352703

EBITDA -3903667 3676358 -1,2E+07 35138394


